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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Mil*Mel*

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 19, 1971

In Our 92nd Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Parkhill Member
Outstanding Unit

Special Conference Planned Here
Free Will Church
At The Mt Horeb
Widow'

10.Per Copy

Persons Are Cited
By The City Police

Vol. LXXXXII No. 144

No Corn Blight
Found In County

Loyd Sumner, dean, will be in Three persons were cited by
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. The Fourth Youth
charge of the Tuesday programs the Murray Police Department
C.—Staff Sergeant James L. Conference of the Ninth
Parkhill, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. of the Sunday School Department at ten a.m, and two p.m. These last night and early this morning.
L. Parkhill of Rt. L New Concord, of Free Will Baptist League and will be on the Sunday School They included one for driving
while intoxicated and driving on
A flash of lightning between
Ky., is a member of the 437th the Eleventh Session of the Department.
No known cases of corn blight Calloway had the best prospects
cloud and the earth may be more
Military
Airlift Wing at Junior Mission Departmentdials Wednesday will be devoted to revoked licenses at five a.m.
have
been verified in Calloway for a good crop year of almost
General
Conference
of
the
FM
the
Free
Will Baptist League with today, one for reckless driving
than eight miles long. Scientists
Charleston AFB, S.C., which has
County, according to Ted any county in the state including
say that, if the electrical energy
earned the U. S. Air Force Will Baptists will be held at the Bro. James Foreman as and unnecessary noise at 1215
Howard, Calloway County Ex- Christian County.
in such a flash could be harOutstanding Unit Award for the Mt. Horeb Free Will 13aptlot president. Sessions will be held at a.m. today, and one for untension
Agent.
Church,
Walnut
Cherry
and
9:30a.m.,two
p,m., and 7:15p.m. necessary noise at 8:30 p.m.
fourth consecutive year.
nessed, it would light more than
Howard said some of the farStreets, Murray, on June 21, 22, The Junior Mission Depart- Friday, according to the citation
eight million bulbs.
mers in the county have brought
Sergeant Parkhill, a supply 23, and 24.
ment will be the department reports.
samples
of corn to the Extension
Registrations
for
the
consupervisor,
will
wear
a
devoted
to
distincmeetings on Thursday Friday at 11:05 a.m. Robert
The average daily use of water
tive service ribbon marking his ference will be held at three pin. at 9:30 a.m., two p.m., and 7:30 Etherton of 1003 South 16th Office at 209 Maple Street, "The Invincible Pioneer" will
the United States is 55 gal. per
affiliation with the Military on Monday, June 21, with Dean p.m. with Emma Green, national Street, Murray, reported the Murray,for a check to make sure be the subject of the sermon by
person.
Loyd Sumner in charge.
Airlift Command unit.
counselor, presiding. "Youth and theft of two hub caps off of a 1968 the blight has not hit their corn. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., for
The
conference
with
will
open
Christianity" will be the theme of Dodge at his home to the City However after cerification of the the morning worship services at
There is no such thing as a free
Paul Matthews
The sergeant has completed a the welcome program on Monday the
sample that was sent to the 8:45 and 10:50 am. at the First
program with Shirley Ownes Police.
lunch. The most any government
tour of duty at Don Muang Royal evening with Welcome addressee of St.
testing lab in Lexington, it has United Methodist Church on
Mo.,
Louis,
speaking
on
can give to it's citizens is that
Thai AFB, Thailand.
been found that the crops had not Sunday, June 20.
being given by Mayor Vohs= "Drug Abuse" at the morning
which it took away from them in
been diseased with the blight.
Ellis,
Chief of Police Janos M. sessigp. A lecture period at two
No evening service will be held
the first place.
He is a 1952 graduate of E. W.
The County Extension agent during the summer months. Dr.
Brown, Murray High Principal, p.m wW be for the girls led by
Grove High School, Paris, Tenn.
said the weather with the high Dodson will be giving special
Eli Alexander, Ronald W. Cleo Banks of Slater, Mo.,and for
In 1943 Hoagy Carmichael wrote
His wife, Barbara, is the
temperatures and humidity is the attention to the youth program
Churchill, and Rev. C. E. Tem- the boys by Robert Owens of St.
a song with the title, "I'm a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
berlake, minister of St. John's Louis, Mo. Rev. Stanford Hervey RICHMOND, Va.—Army type that the corn blight virus is during this period.
Paul
Matthews
be
will
Cranky Old Yank in a Clanky Old
Bury of Rt. 1, Paris.
iergeant Major Hugh J. subject to be found; however
Baptist Church.
Today, Saturday, at three p.m.
will be in charge of the evening
Tank on the Streets of Yokahama preaching daily in a series of
Carraway, son of Thomas 0. Howard said he had not seen any
James
Pete
Rutledge of service.
the Senior Youth Fellowship will
with My Honolulu Mama Doin' Gospel meetings at the Seventh
Murray will be master of Officers of the Session are Carraway, Route 6, Murray, corn blight or heard of any meet at the church parking lot to
Those Beat-O-Beat-0 Flat on My and Poplar church of Christ
ceremonies
and he will be in- Cheryl Molden, president, recently received the Army definite cases of the disease in go to Paris Landing for a picnic
beginning
Sunday,
June 20 and
Seat-0 Hirohito Blues." This is
Commendation Medal in Rich- Calloway County as yet
troduced
by
Mrs. Geneva Ken- Sunday School; Willie B. Smith,
and swimming party.
continuing through Friday night,
the longest title on record.
Last year the corn crops were
dall. The response will be given secretary-treasurer; James mond, Va., upon retirement from
council
class
Youth
June 25.
the
Army
after
than
more
21
damaged
considerably by the representatives elected by their
by Rev. E. W. Warfield, president Foreman, president, League;
The longest continuous war in Sunday services will be at 10:40
service.
years
of
blight, and the crops are being classes are Eli Alexander, Jr.,
of the general conference. Cordelia Whitney, president,
history was the Hundred Years a.m. and 6 p.m. His subjects will
Selections will be by the Mt. Junior Mission; Emma Green, SGM. Carraway received the watched closely by the farmers freshman, Johnny Hewitt,
War. It began in 1337 and ended in be: "Why I Go To Church" and
Horeb Choir and remarks will be national counselor; Rev. E. W. award for meritorious service and agricultural officials.
sophomore, Cathy Christopher,
1453, a total of 115 years, and was "Parable of the Virgins." Both
made
by the host pastor, Rev. Warfield, president, General during his last assignment as An estimated sixteen thousand junior, and Diane Boot, senior.
a struggle between France and services will be broadcast.
acres of corn are being grown in
Frank Williams.
Conference;
Rev.
Frank chief enlisted advisor with the U.
England caused primarily by the From Monday through Friday
S. Army Advisor Group, Virginia Calloway County this year,
Evangelist
Marie
Wright
will
the
services
will
Williams,
be
at
7:30
host
each
pastor.
efforts of William the Conqueror
Army National Guard at Rich- Howard said. The harvesting of
be in charge of the program on
to establish a state which lay on evening.
the wheat crop totalling about
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Cheryl The public is invited to attend mond.
both sides of the English Brother Matthews is a former
five thousand acres in Calloway
minister
of
Molden,
the
Poplar
are
Street
or
all
president,
of
Route
lives
Willie
Joann,
on
the
wife,
B.
meetings,
His
a
Channel. The Crusades extendee
County has now begun by the
Smith, secretary-treasurer, and church spokesman said.
6, Murray.
over a period of almost 200 years congregation, having lived in
farmers.
but they were really a series of Murray from 1958 to 1963. He
The Vacation Church School
says: "I am looking forward to
After the wheat harvest, the will be held at the First United
The Week in Review
nine wars.
the meeting. I haven't preached
farmer usually plants the wheat Methodist Church starting
fields with soy beans making a Monday, June 21, and continuing
"There is no dirtier or deadlier at Seventh and Poplar since I left
double crop for the use of the through Friday, June 25, with
bullet than the illegal drug there nearly eight years ago, so
land. Howard said about ninety- daily sessions being held from
capsule" . . UN Ambassador you see it will be a treat to me."
Rev. W. A. Farmer
five per cent of the soy bean crop nine to 11:30 a.m. each day.
George Bush.
of about twenty thousand acres Children, kindergarten through
had already been planted with sixth grade, will be enrolled for
Sitting out on the front step late
the additional one thousand acres the school, and all children of the
Friday evening just as the great
:. WEISSLER
documents it
to be planted after the wheat community are invited. Pupils
hegira began for the many Toads
agreed to that.
harvest.
latio zrrs":7't IFTst as thdr-home.
Tiaseme
will
_miss
mar
.11,104.411.
'.-4-sVm1:1414:
Z
::derof a series ld-siIrt:11;%11
741;:1:411/teulLera d°cumen
‘
tutu The Times
This big one comes from our left
the first installment
part series.
on a 7,000-page,
Once
40-volume
The
other
main
cash
crop
in
cnurches
Whiteville,
Woodland
on a secret Pentagon report it
through the grass and when he
Rev. W. A. Farmer and his wife
U.S. District Judge Murray report ordered by Defense
equal to almost one half year of
gets to the edge of the sidewalk he are now residing in Como, Tenn., Mills, and Bradford, Tenn., in his its Sunday edition. Before the Gurfein issued the temporary Secretary Robert S. McNamara Calloway County is tobacco and regular church school atstops and gives us a fishy look. after his retirement as pastor of forty years as a Baptist minister. week was out, the Justice injunction after the Justice in 1967 to trace U.S. involve- about two thousand and one tendance, a spokesman said.
hundred acres are set this year
Under his leadership, two
Lady the dog sits there looking at the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Department, in a telegram ment in Indochina from the
Church school workers include
here.
him apparently unable to figure here after serving in that position complete church plants were
signed by Attorney General Truman administration to the
Mesdames Ronnie Watson,
erected at Woodland Mills and
put what it was. The Toad thinks for seven years.
John N. Mitchell, had asked the Johnson administration.
Ronnie Foster, Mike Baker, C. B.
Howard said the
crops in
paaybe he is about to cross a
The church honored Rev. and Puryear . A number of
Times to stop the series and Among the more controver
Ford, Douglass Abbott, Arvin
are
County
Calloway
in
good
jobs
were
remodeling
done on
danger zone so when he starts Mrs. Farmer with a surprise
the newspaper refused to do so stal disclosures in the repor
Crafton, Rue Overby, Norris
shape; however in a few spots in
hopping again he turns on the dinner on their last Sunday at the other churches including Elm The Owens Chapel Baptist voluntarily.
was that many policy decisions
Gorrell, Fred Morton, Yancy
Church,
located
on the Pennythe County, the crops are in need
steam and goes about twenty feet church in May. He was presented Grove while he was pastor. He
Watkins, A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
The government said publica- regarding Vietnam were made
Airport Road, will have a revival
of rain. He said the rains had
without stopping. Lady appeared a "Book of Remembrances" and his wife resided on South
during
James Weston, John Applegate,
the
tion
document
Johnson
secret
of
the
administrameeting
starting
Monday,
plentiful
places;
been
in
June
most
but
mesmerized by this unseemly containing letters from any of his Fifth Street in Murray while
Roger Reichmuth, Joe Prince,
might endanger national securi- tion that were kept secret from
21.
it seems that rain had come in
monster and just stood there friends, including ones from a minister at Elm Grope.
Whaley, James Stahler,
ty.
Peter
The
the
would
public
not
Times
it
and
Congress.
said
Prayer
services will be held
spots, and some of the farmers
Over the years he has connumber of outstanding men in the
taking in the expert leaps.
and the public had the right to Around the world:
Ben Grogan, Bill Page, and Jack
each
evening
at
7:30
much.
rain
needing
followed
very
are
still
by
revivals
ducted
throughout
Southern Baptist Convention.
Shell; Misses Teresa Carraway,
know what was in the report. Washington: The United
The agent said he was in
After some time we walked A "love gift" of money was also Tennessee and in several the preaching services at eight
Jean Hendon, Ann Erwin, Donna
The
and
States
Department
tried
Justice
Japan
signed
a
p.m.
with
Rev.
Bran of Mayfield
Lexington last week and after
around the corner of the house to presented to the Farmers by the Southern states. He was honored
to have the court order the treaty to return Okinawa to
Humphries, Sandra Johnson,
talking with other County Exsee how many Toads had Elm Grove Church, along with by five associations by being as the visiting speaker.
Suzanne Jones, and Sher.*
Times
Japan;
to
in
Tokyo,
give
leftist
up
its
the
copy
of
Rev.
Lonnie
Knight,
tension
found
Agents
pastor
that
of
gathered under the outside light checks from other churches.
elected moderator, and he has
Brandon.
report. Gurfein did not rule on students and workers demonin the driveway for their evening Rev. Farmer served as pastor served on the Tennessee Baptist the church, invites the public to
that
strated
against
the
pact
suggestresultmotion
instead
but
attend.
Continued on Page Eight)
banquet. Counted nine.
of the New Hope Baptist Church
ed
the
Times give the ing in MO of the protesters
south of Paris, Tenn., for six
government a list of the being arrested.
They come from all over the yard years, and as pastor of the
Washington: President Nixon
to this bonanza.
Puryear, Tenn., Baptist Church
proposed a broad $155 million
for nine years prior to his coming
attack on illicit drug traffic
The student newspaper of a to Elm
Grove. He has also served
with the international goal of
Texas college offered food for
halting all opium production.
thought about the case of a youth
Dr. David Roos, minister of the Sydney, Australia: Only one
arrested for and convicted of the
By GUY OLSON
possession of marijuana. The
call, sponsors of the contest First Christian Church, will be 1 the nonuplets remained alive
SPIVEY's CORNER, N. C. scheduled several other events speaking on the subject, "Holy in the largest recorded multiple
article asks: "Did he lose
Materialism", at 10:45 a.m. birth. The mother, Mrs. Geral(UPI) — A bit of Americana to precede today's shouting.
anything?" And then answers
By AL ROSSITER JR.
last meeting with news mema
dine Brodrick, 29, was reported
CAMPBELL—Army made obsolete by Alexander For the second year in a row, services on Sunday, June 20.
itself:
FT.
UPI Space Writer
before launch.
His scripture will be taken in good condition but the
"All he lost was the right to Private Michael N. Butler, 19, Graham Bell's invention gets a North Carolina's "prettiest posSPACE CENTER, Houston "To be in an area in which
Continued
on
Page
Eight)
from
revival
will
today at the third an- sum" was to be chosen. Last
be
John 13, M. C. Ellis
vote, the right to own a gun and son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert N.
(UPI)—Apollo 15's astronauts you can look in one direction
the right to run for public office. Butler, Route 2, Box 118, Murray, nual National Hollerin' Contest year's winner, "Slow Poke," the worship leader and Stacy
will journey to the moon next and see 15,000 feet of mountain
He lost the opportunity of ever recently completed eight weeks here.
was presented to Gov. Bob Scott Fulton will be the candlelighter.
month in a spaceship named and in another direction a
Yates,
Deacon
year's
Lenvel
This
will
be
event,
embellished who subsequently released the
being a licensed doctor, dentist, of basic training at the U. S.
"Endeavour" in honor of an canyon almost a mile across
CPA, engineer, lawyer, ar- Army Training Center, Ft. with furry caterpillars, pretty animal in Raven Rock State Herbert Farris, John Mark Hale,
18th Century British explorer and 1,000 feet deep, that's got
possums, big feet and beautiful Park after giving up his an- Clyde Jones, Ed Frank Kirk,
chitect, realtor, osteopath, Campbell, Ky.
CAMPBELL—Army and land in a craft called to be something."
FT.
physical therapist, private He received instruction in drill girls, drew about 40 contestants, nounced intention of cooking Benny Maddox, Dr. E. D. Private Lanny J. Turner, 19, son "Falcon" for the Air Force Scott and Irwin will spend a
Roberts, Dr. William F. Smith,
detective, pharmacist, and ceremonies, weapons, map many of them from out of state. possum stew.
record 67 hours on the moon
of Mr.and Mrs. Clyde Turner,811 mascot.
schoolteacher, barber, funeral reading, combat tactics, military In addition, yelling contests The state's furriest and fast- Jr., and Lyle Underwood. N.
nder David R. and use an electric car to
20th, Murray, recently Mission
A.
B.
were
Greeters
to
be
Mrs.
be
held
will
for
women
and
courtesy,
military
justice,
first
director, masseur or stock
est caterpillar was to be selectApollo 15 "is explore 25 miles of terrain on
completed eight weeks of basic Scott said
aid, and army history and children. An international ed at the first North Carolina Austin, Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall,
broker.
probably
st significant three excursions lasting a tote
U.
at
training
S.
the
Army
champ, M. Emembolu of Ni- Caterpillar Festival and the and Mrs. Don Hall.
"He can never get a job where traditions.
Training Center, Ft. Campbell, scientific exploration ever of 20 hours. Warden will remain
he has to be bonded or licensed. Pvt. Butler's wife, Sharon, geria, was named earlier in a Tar Heel with the biggest feet
mounted" and because of that in lunar orbit using a new set
Ky.
yell
off
held
through the was to get an award.
He can't work for the city lives on Route 1, Alm°.
He received instruction in drill he, Alfred M. Worden and of instruments to map rugged
auspieces of the Voice of Amercounty, or Federal government.'
A wagon train that began in
and ceremonies, weapons, map James B. Irwin searched the areas of the moon inaccessible
ica.
Dunn Friday was to arrive in
If any or all of this happened to
reading, combat tactics, military history books to look for a to man.
Before the telephone, folks in this crossroads community of
you, would you think you had lost
courtesy, military justice, first parallel to help name their "I don't think you've ever
rural Eastern North Carolina about 50 persons this morning
anything?—A broadcast editorial
Rev. Wayne E. Todd will be the aid, and army history and command ship.
seen an attempt by man to
used to call their families to to kick off the events.
speaker at the 10:45 a.m. and 7:30 traditions.
by Station WKRC, Cincinnati.
They discovered that James gather so much data in such a
Partly cloudy weather will dinner, greet their neighbors
Judges for the hollerin's were p.m services on Sunday, June 2e,
Cook sailed the vessel Endea- short time and from such a far
prevail in Kentucky through and summon emergency help
to be Phil Erwin and Bill Reyn- at the First Baptist Church,
vour from England to the South reaching environment," Scott
Sunday with widely scattered by taking a deep breath, tightolds, officials of the Voice of Murray. He is the pest minister
Pacific in 1768 on what Scott said.
showers or thundershowers ening their diaphragms and rekmerica in Washington: Secre- for the church during the month
called the first real scientific
The tall umbilical tower next
mainly during the afternoon and leasing decibels that some say
tary of State Thad Eure; C. T. of June.
expedition.
to the Apollo 15 spacecraft at
CAMPBELL--Army early evening. Continued warm. could
FT.
be heard up to two miles West, Press secretary to Gov. The speaker is secretary of the FT. CAMPBELL—Army Scott said Falcon was selectCape Kennedy was hit by
Private Michael W Tucker, 19, Highs today and Sunday upper away. Sometimes a farmer
Scott; Mrs. Anne Wagoner of Church Library Department of Private Paul E. Woods,19, son of ed for the four-legged moon lightning four times
J.
Hubert
earlier this
80s and lower 90s. Lows tonight alone in the field would holler
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Memphis, Tenn., information di- the Sunday School Board, Nash- Mr. and Mrs. lUchard 0. Woods, hinder because "we are an all week and Scott said he
Tucker, Route 1, Farmington, upper 60s and lower 70s.
was
as an expression of mood and rector of Holiday Inns of Amer; ville, Tenn.
Air
Force
crew
and
we're very concerned at the time about
Route 3, Murray, recently
recently completed eight weeks
to let neighbors know he was ice; C. P. Wayne of Whitevtllem Rudolph Howard is the completed eight
weeks of basic proud we're all Air Force."
possible eledtrical damage to
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
of basic training at the U. S.
all right.
district governor of Lions In minister of music of the church training at the U. S. Army
Apollo 15 is scheduled for the ship's delicate
systems.
Army Training Center, Ft. Partly cloudy, warm and Dewey Jackson, winner of the temational
and Sam Judge of and G. T. Lilly is the ad- Training Center, Ft. Campbell, launch from Cape Kennedy July
But he said a detailed,
Campbell, Ky.
humid with scatterd showers and National Hollerin' contest in
the
church.
ministrator
Joe
of
the
of
official
26
Fayetteville, an
toward a northern lunar system by system
Ky.
check has
He received instruction in drill thunderstorms most numerous 1969, says he hollers "every state Department of Motor Ve- Pat Trevathan is superintendent
He received instruction in drill valley flanked on three sides by turned up no evidence
and ceremonies, weapons, map during the afternoons and lay" around his dairy farm hicles.
of
of the Sunday School held at 9:30 and ceremonies, weapons, map the steep Apennine Mountains
damage and "we have every
reading, combat tactics, military evenings Monday through near Roseboro.
1971 a.m.each Sunday and Jamie Don reading, combat tactics, military and cut on the west by a gorge confidence
of
Miss
Corner
Spivey's
in the world that if
courtesy. military justice, first Wednesday. Lows in the 60s and Since hollerin' is normally a was to
be selected after the Washer is director of the courtesy, military justice, first 1,000 feet deep.
there are any problems
aid, and arms history and low 70s. Highs in the 80is and low much shorter exercise in com- hollerin' stopped and quiet re- Training Union held at 6(30 p.m.
they
aid, and army history and "I expect it to be very, very will be detected and
90s
traditions.
correcmunication than a telephone turned
each Sunday.
impressive,"
Scott said in his ted.zz
traditions.

Dr. Dodson Gives
Topic For Sunday

Paul Matthews To
Be Speaker For
Church Meeting

Hugh J. Carraway
Is Awarded Medal

Methodist Church
Church School To
Open On Monday

Injunction Slapped Against New
Rev. W. A. Farmer Ends York
DAVID Times For Publishing Papers
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Revival Planned
At Owens Chapel

National Hollerin' Contest
Held Today, North Carolina

Apollo 15 Spaceship
Is Named 'Endeavor',
Blastoff Set July 26

Sermon Topic Given
By Dr. David Roos

Michael N. Butler
Completes Training

Pvt. Lanny Turner
Completes Training

Rev. Wayne Todd
Is Church Speaker

The Weather

Michael W. Tucker
Completes Training

Pvt. Paul E. Woods
Completes Training
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PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES

The Almaaac
By United Press latersetiaaal
Today is Saturday, June 19,
the 170th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
are
stars
morning
The
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
esicunve Via PlitSIDINT
Southern States Industrial Council Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
THE QUESTION OF JAPAN
under the sign of Gemini.
American author Elbert HubIn considering the problem of Japanese imports, the U.S.
bard was born June 19, 1859.
government and public should give serious thought to the
On this day in history:
economic and military evolution of Japan.
In 1856 the Republicans
Today, Japan is the second-ranking economic power in the free adjourned their first national
world. It has attained that position as a result of the extraordinary convention
Philadelphia.
in
energies of its people, its reliance on its special version of
John Fremont was nominated
capitalism, its amazing social discipline, and American
for president.
assistance since the end of World War II.
In 1910 the first observance of
At the end of the war, the United States was extraordinarily Father's Day occurred in
magnanimous. It helped reconstruct Japanese industry and
Spokane, Wash.
encouraged Japan to resume its role in international trade. Direct
In 1934 Congress created the
American economic assistance to Japan long since ceased. In- Federal Communications Corn•:'
directly, however, the U.S. continues to help underwrite Japan's
mission to regulate interstate
prosperity.
communications, including raAmerican aid to Japan comes in the form of U.S. assumption of
dio and television.
defense responsibilities in Asia. Japan enjoys the protection of an
In 1968 more than 50,0001e
American nuclear "umbrella" and security afforded by U.S.
persons took part in a podlo
naval,air and ground forces in the Pacific. True, Japan has made
people's march in Washington:
modest improvements in its so-called Self-Defense 'forces. But
PI
these forces are woefully inadequate to safeguard Japan or to
protect its access to vitally needed oil and minerals.
Japan is especially vulnerable with respect to petroleum.
Eighty-seven percent of the oil needed by Japanese industry
comes from the Persian Gulf area of the Middle East. Japanese
1.1
11 'Al
tankers must move this oil across the Indian Ocean where the
Soviets have increasing naval power. In the Indian Ocean, as
Lsd r:CPI s'.•C • \
elsewhere, Japanese merchant shipping is safe because of
America's continuing defense commitments.
4,HEY KIDSIDON'T MISS 0,
But what of the future? How long can the United States continue
wArr DISNEY .....y.conwati
to underwrite Japanese security when Japan seems determined
to dominate America's demestic and foreign markets?
It is clear that the Japanese believe they can be the No. 1
economic power in the world by the year 2000. They hope to
acquire economic primacy without contributing significantly to
the military defense of the free world. They apparently seek to
leave that burden on the shoulders of the American people.
•
It would seem that the United States isn't being sufficiently •
tough-minded in its dealings with Japan. If the Japanese want the •
United States to continue to provide security, they should be
minima
prepared to ease their economic squeeze on the United States—a
:00-4:00-5
65-700-843i
2
squeeze manifested in a ruthless exports drive. The Japanese
government is well able to restrain excessive imports pressure on
4,'•if
CPI 1;
the United States. As someone recently pointed out, Japan—in
effect—is one huge company.
It is intolerable that the United States should have to subsidize
*Late Show Tonite 11:004e
Japanese security while American industries suffer cruelly from
Japanese competition and while thousands of American workers
lose employment as a result of Japan's cartelized competition. No
sector of American industry—no group of American industrial
workers—is immune to the Japanese economic threat. Japan
•
should be put on notice that if it wants to continue to avoid the cost
•
FAST1SANCOLOR WINES FILM
of nuclear and conventional defense, it will have to take the heat
aff the productive enterprises of the country that furnishes the
46---IRB1401111,440
security shield.
*411
•••.41,
0•1041••*41
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THE NEWS

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COM
PA N Y, Inc., 103 N 4th St.. Murray, Kentucky 42071,
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the Editor,
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Ten Years Ago Today
Explorer Post 45 attended the Navy Relief Carnival held at the
Naval Air Technical Training Station at Millington, Tenn., on
June 17.
Cynthia Ezell and L. W. Patterson of Calloway County High
school are attending the Junior Red Cross Leadership Training
center being conducted by the Louisville Red Cross Chapter at
Lebanon Junction.
Ray Smith and his "Rockin Little Angels" will appear in person
at the Murray Drive I Theatre on June 22.
A= Hale, formerly of Murray, has been elected mayor of
Daisetta, Texas.
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20 Years Ago Today
MOW TILE

Frankie Shroat,son of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Shroat of Murray, will
be the drum major at the East - West football game at Bowling
Green. He was selected for the honor while attending the Clear
Creek Music Camp at London, Ky.
Rev. Paul T. Lyles is the new minister of the First Methodist
Church.
Misses Ann Rhodes, Jane Geurin, and June Barnett of the
Murray Assembly Rainbow for Girls are attending the state
meeting in Louisville. They are accompanied by Mrs. A. 0.
Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Hendon announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Jo Anne, to Lt. Peter
James van Anseringen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene van
Ameringen of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
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Joe Graves Baker, Sr., age 43, local business man died
n
at the Mason Hospital. His wife has been elected by the CityJune
Board

of Education to fill out his =expired term as board member.
Other deaths reported were Mrs. Bertha Rogers, age 60, who
died at her home north of Penny on June 12, and Artie Jones. age
'Pk who died at this home in East Hazel.
Mee Nelle Ruth Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Jones,
and John Harold McWaters, Jr., were married on June 16.
Dr.and Mrs. F. E.Crawford, Mr.and Mrs. Humphrey Key, and
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Crawford attended the annual Horse Show at
Milan, Tenn. Dr. Crawford entered his registered mare,"Nancy
C", in the show.
Bacon is advertised at 25 cents per pound by McCutcheon's
Food Store, located at 307 East Main Street.

Search for victims
Unusual grouping of Hodgkin's disease is found
ALBANY. N. Y. WPM The possibility
that Hodgkin's ditease, a form of cancer heretofore thought to be noncommunicable, may have swept through a
group of former classmates has started
a search for members of the class of
1954 Albany High School
Dr. Peter Greenwald, director of the
Cancer Control Bureau of the state
health department. says 13 class members and their close contacts have contracted the disease, which affects the
lymphatic syste get.
.
Eight of the la•are..dead. Oaky SO of
the 917 members in the class have been
located to date.
As part of the investigation, the doctors are studying a possible tie-in between Hodgkin's disease and tonsillectomy operations in its victims. Almost
all Involved with the class of 1954 who
have contracted the disease had their
tonsils removed, and almost all identified carriers still had them, they said.

The National Cancer Institute at Bethesda. Md.. is looking into the matter.
A spokesman cautions that a report on
the case by a group of Albany doctors
needs further investigation.
Others initiating the investigation
with Greenwald include Dr. Nicholas J.
Vianna, a Public Health Service officer
in Greenwald's office. and Dr. Jack
Davies of the Albany Medical College.
THE UNUSUAL grouping of the
cases is the first strong evidence, authorities say. that Hodgkin's disease
may lee infectious. While often fatal. If
caught earl!, the illness can be stopped.
The three doctoi sin their report, say
the evidence they have uncovered so
far suggests that "carriers" of the disease can have it and transmit it to
others several years before ever showing symptoms of the illness. Their re'port was published in the June 12 issue
of Lancet. a leading British medical
journal.
-
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Bible Thoughtfor Today Women protest being
depicted as sex symbols
And the sea said unto him, Father, 1 have sinned against
beavers, and talky sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy
soa.—Lake 15:21.
God is loving Father; He will forgive if we are truly sorry and
repent of our sins.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There is greater security for women in
taxation,
because all women, even bachelor women, are
deductible and anything that is deductible deserves
tender loving care.
"No taxpayer ever forgets
to deduct."—Dictionary of Opinions

VIENNA (UPI): The tobacco advertisement
showed two men smoking
pipes, while a naked girl
lurked in the background.
When it was flashed on the
screen, the 120 women
presen t—middle-aged
housewives, nuns, teachers
—broke into derisive laughter.
"That's how men want to
see us," said one of the
Women. "They are not interested in our personality."

The ad pointed up the
theme of a confewenee of
120 Protestant. Roman
Catholic and Greek Orthodox Church women—that
the mass media depict
women either as sex objects or as household robots.
THE EUROPEAN
conferchurch-soomored
ence, entitled "The image
of women in the Mass Media," was called partly. to
combat the use of women

NEWS SUMIAARY

STATE covert:sweets
WIEROf Scrivme
el blt.EF

By Gary G. Huddleston

TAK-40 IN SERVICE IN AFGHANISTAN— e irst usman YAK-40 jetliner delivered to Bakhtar Afghan Airlines is shown at Kabul. The YAK-40, called a mini-727,
(Radiophoto)
carries 27 passengers.

Murray State
University
Room 252 Fine Arts Bldg
Monday, June 21
10 A. M. to 4 P. M.

CHAGALL,
BASKIN,
ROUAULT,
DAUIAIER
& MANY
OTHERS
ARRANGED BY
FERDINAND
ROTEN GALLERIES
BALTIMORE, MD.

PURCHASES MAY BE CHARGED
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BENEFITS—Gov. Louie B. Nunn signed into effect improved
benefits for state employes in a meeting with the Board of Personnel. Included are provisions for longer vacations for long-term
employes and pay increases for outstanding work and educational
achievement.
RATES—Franklin Circuit Judge Henry Meigs denied South
Central Bell Telephone Co.'s requested $14.8 million rate increase, affirming the Dec. 30 ruling of the state Public Service
Commission. The hike would have averaged 15 per cent.
JUVENILES—Governor Nunn announced a $151,000 federal
grant to the state Child Welfare Department to aid juvenile courts
and to funds delinquency-prevention program. Part of the grant
will finance efforts to get adjusted delinquents back in school.
OUSTED—Kentucky State Police disclosed that their authority
to operate within the city limits of Catlettsburg has been
suspended. State Police Director Col. Larry Boucher saud the
order was probably a result of a search conducted by troopers last
May 14 without local police participation.
FAIR—Insurance Commissioner Robert Preston filed a
proposal to include crime insurance coverage under the Fair
Access to Insurance Requirements (FAIR) plan, over the objections of most major insurers. Industry representatives were
mostly in favor of letting the federal government write such
policies
PARK —Franfort's historic Fort Hill, site of many forts in the
capital city's early frontier days, was announced as the location
of a new state park. The 12.3-acre site will be leased from it,
present owners by the state if federal approval iS obtained

Kentucky Among
States Showing
Death Toll Drop

at-

as sexual come-ons in advertising.
The women let in male
reporters yesterday to hear
a panel discussion and, after ignoring for 10 minutes
their chairwoman's pleas
for quiet, got down to the
business at hand.
"More and more television
commercials are Including
an effective magic ingredient as a formula for success," said Anne Allen, a
British journalist. "It is
called, simply, sex.
. "The new idea," she said,
"is to associate everything
from household soda to
knitting patterns with one
simple thought—buy this
and you will be desirable in
h•ri

Mrs. Waltraut Blain of
Cologne, Germany. told the
cheering women, "I don't
want to be patted on the
head and told that I am
incredibly bright for a
woman or efficient in spite
of being one."
A GERMAN magazine
was attacked because it recently published a list of
women who had had abortions. The women. in fact,
had asked that the list be
published, but speakers
here said the magazine
printed it only to increase
its circulation.
Other speakers said
newspapers either emphassize sex or try to attarct
women readers with a
heavy diet of royalty and
other frills.
But advertising came in
for heaviest critIciam—the
use of half-dressed women
to sell liquor and cars, or
the portrayal of housewives
as robots good only for
housecleaning and childrearing.
DELEGATES complained
that there are no women
newscasters on European
television and a mere handful of women interviewers.
"In the field of journalism. we arc still employed
mainly to write about fashion. food and family matters," Miss Allen said.
The conference was organized by the Women's
EcumPnical Liaison Group.
•

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
According to a just-released
!Ludy by the Nrigiinal Safety
Council, Kentucky ranked 21st
among 31 states nationwide
reporting a drop in traffic deaths
during the first three months of
1971.
The study showed Kentucky's
fatality rate to be seven per cent
below the total reported for the
same period just one year
earlier. Delaware, with a 64 per
cent redution, led the list of all
states credited with a ce#ining
death rate.
Among six states neighboring
Kentucky, only Ohio with an 11
per cent decline bettered the
figure attributed to the Cluegrass
State. Virginia reported a drop of
four per cent while an increased
number of deaths were reported
for Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and
Tennessee. Figures from West
Virginia were incomplete.
Nationwide, the number of
motor vehicle deaths reported
during the first quarter 1971
totaled 11,220 as compared with a
March 1970 total of 11,580.
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Dry Equipme
Before Storm

The water a boat gets
can do it and its gear more
than that encountered
afloat.
This is the claim made I
boating experts at Me
outboards, and they back te
statement with convi
arguments. The bottom c
boat is obviously made to
long contact with water, b
same cannot always be s
parts of a boat's topside
innards. Where raindrop:
spray soon dry off of such
and equipment when thl
comes out, dampness in a b
its gear when in storage car
remain long enough to
trouble.
If several still-damp
cushions are stacked one at
other for storage, their
tacting surfaces are like
suffer discoloration or
Similarly a folding navy to
is still damp when wrappea
invitation to mildew or
Manila anchor line that
harbors some moisture
stored away will lik
deteriorate.
niat
ia's why old-time boat
o n looked like water
ge sales. Every ma
item was taken out of ever
boat and hung up or spread
dr,/in the warm sun. Duni
day things were turned cm
pure thorough drying, ai
hahds hustled to get things
corer before late aftei
chimpness got into them.
Look over your boat
equipment for lurking N
Open all drain plugs, a
hatches, floorboards anc
partments. Take out every
iteni. Feel of fabric il
stplerze soft objects, tilt
ft-•like objects. With a
eye and common sense yo
ferret out every place and
that needs drying out. Boat:
have been used in salt •
require a very thorough h
down to wash away drik
crystals inside and out tha
absorb and hold dampness i
weather.
- Water that is allowed to re
fit a boat during storage
cause rot, staining and corn
Also, always tilt and turn
outboard motor when remos
from the boat, to encourai
the water remaining ln
cooling system to drain oui

Good Life
of active into
In the Great Outdoors ac
*rates as more people
to escape from the tens
of modern Life. Their a
Are the revitalizing pleas
W leisurely camping, boat
fishing — all manner of
door recreation incluc
touring for the sake of v
'nig and photographing
enic splendors and
. Udlife that constitut
mature] heritage.
In order to accommo
)nillions who will want 1
'camping this year, the
rpartment of the Int
-again is offering the pi
'Golden Eagle Pas,sport
The passport, avallab
$10, payable by checl
;money order sent to "Op
4ion Golden Eagle," Box
Washington, D.C. 20044,
jivides season-long acce:
!•trnany federal adminisl
recreational areas.
7, It may also be obtaini
;the entrances to most
),-tional Parks, facilities
„ministered by the F
'Service, the Bureau of 1
vrisheries and Wildlife
:the Bureau of Land Mar
ent.
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The Good Life
LGrowth of active interest
the Great Outdoors accelerates as more people seek
to escape from the tensions
of modern We. Their goals
are the revitalizing pleasures
of leisurely camping, boating,
fishing -all manner of outdoor recreation including
touring for the sake of visitjng and photographing the
enic splendors and the
ildlife that constitute a
Mature] heritage.
In order to accommodate
4nill1ons who will want to go
pamping this year, the Devpartment of the Interior
.again is offering the prized
itGolden Eagle Pasaport."
, The passport, available at
$10, payable by check or
:money order sent to "Operation Golden Eagle," Box 7783,
-Washington, D.C. 20044, pro"Ides season-long access to
-Many federal administered
recreational areas.
It may also be obtained at
the entrances to most National Parks, facilities administered by the Forest
Service, the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries p,nd Wildlife and
,,the Bureau of Land Management.
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By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Aviculture
Several forms of wildlife are
fairly accurate in forecasting
changes in the weather, but
they can't be trusted when it
comes to announcing the
arrival of spring. Even that
herald of spring, the ubiquitous
spring peeper often makes
mistakes and, as old timers
used to say, looks through
glass windows"-meaning • that
sometimes ponds freeze over
after the frog first makes itself
heard. •
'•••
To a lot of"people, the
appearance of robins on the
lawn and bluebirds flitting
around bird boxes means
spring is here. It usually isn't.
Hidden deep in the woods and
thickets for better protection
against the weather, these birds
have been- around all winter.
Even in February and
March, when there have been a
few warm sunny days between
cold spells, bees, bats, and
butterflies show up, causing
some to speculate that spring is
really here at last. But these
creatures too are misleading.
These hardy flyers, hibernating
in hollow trees, under bark, or
in caves, often awaken and
emerge from their refuges on
warm days in late winter.
Mourning cloak butterflies
have been observed flitting
over the snow.
Chipmunks, blacksnakes,
and groundhogs disappear late
in the fall, but during sunny
spells, even in January, waken
and with exception of the
snakes, stir around for short
periods searching for food. The
lasually crawl just

outside , their dens to ,bask in
the weak sunshine.
Some. years ago while out
after grouse in January. a
hunter found three rattlesnakes
soaking up the sun on top of a
rockpile in a back section of
Kentucky. He dispatched the
snakes, removed their rattles,
but even with this proof and
the testimony of two other
hunters out with him, not
many believed his story of
snakes in January.
Actually many insectslhat
usually do not shim up except
in spring, come out during the
winter months. To prove this,
one has only to turn on an
outside light some ..night when
the temperature is around 35
degrees or above. It is surprising how many different kinds
of bugs and moths will come to
the light.
Give or take a few hours,
spring arrives on schedule every
year, and according to the
calendar. There are plenty of
signs of its coming, of course,
but the appearance of a flock
of robins mining earthworms; a
gang of yellowhammers drilling
for ants; or even the flowering
of crocuses on the lawn doesn't
mean it is here or is "coming
early." It just means that
winter is at last losing its hold.
Spring comes at its appointed time-time determined by
that great celestial clock in the
sky-and not a moment before.
Even after it comes, there may
still be frosts and snow. The
only thing sure about spring is:
It will come but in its own
good time.
agraid

by Jim H•ddon
Ever wonder why some
three feet for necks, abrasion;
fishermen seem to always come and
brittleness. If any of these
back with fish? Luck? Maybe,
appearl discard about four feet of
but not for the most part. Steady
line. And, be sure the knot you tie
fishing success is a combination Is
one that will hold and not slip
of many "little things." And
under tension.
Heddon's experts point out a few.
Reels: These indispensible Order: While fishing, spare
casting machines should be oiled, rods should be secure in holders,
adjusted, and running smooth as tackle boxes closed, loose lures
melted butter before put into use. hung where someone won't sit on
Too many fishermen just keep them, and enough space allowed
Ignoring a reel until it malfunc- between casters so they won't
tions. This could happen right in hook each other.
the middle of a fight with the Little things, sex Heddon, but
biggest fish of your entire they count mighty big toward
lifetime.
success!
Rods: Guides should be inspected to be certain none of the
OUTDOOR PROTECTION
rings are grooved, and the
windings are secure. Also, be
Outdoor utility items . . .
certain ferrules are tight and no from shotgun shells to fishfractures appear in the shaft. A ing equipment, are always in
rod takes plenty of punishment need of protection from
dampness. Plastic storage
driving our lures and fighting containers provide a pracsnags. Keep it fit.
tical answer to a wide variety
Line: Check especially the last of utility. needs
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CATS OFFER GOOD JUNE FISHING

FRANKFORT,Ky.-Those persons who fish for catfish are just
as devout in their pursuit as is the full-fledged bass fisherman; or
the fellow who catches white bass at night; or that fisherman who
lives from year to year for the croppie runs. They all have their
place and the catfish fisherman is just as skilled in his favorite
endeavor as is the fellow who makes a speciality of catching black
bass.
The month of June is a prime time for catching catfish-all
species The cats are a bit later in spawning than other species
FRANKFORT (UP!)-Ftshinis worms and surface lures in area GREEN RIVER LAKE-Black and late May and early June,in the average year, is designated as
the jumps is offering improved near Tennessee line, bluegill fair bass best by casting surface the spawning season. They are also voracious eaters while
catches of white and black bass to good, croppie and catfish fair p.ugs and deep runners, fair spawning and during this season they are caught in great numat Kentucky's lakes, the State below dam,clear and stable at 85. bluegill over nesting beds, clear bers from the major lakes espcially.
Department of Fish and Wildlife
All one needs to do to catch catfish from the major imBARKLEY-BluegW good in and stable at 84.
Resources reported today.
poundments
is to discover where they are spawning and drop to
all
sections,
fair
black
bass,
BARREN LAKE-White bass
The lake-by-lake rundown:
the fish below a luscious chunk of bait such as crushed shad, large
NOUN-Black bass fair on croppie and bluegill good below good in upper regions by trolling
minnows, nightcrawlers or cut shrimp. Pretty soon he'll get
shallow runners by jump fishing dam off rip rap, clear and stable over mud flats, scattered black
unmistakable action, especially with the channel and blue
at
82.
In lower section, white bass by
bass in all areas, white bass fair varieties, which often give as
spirited a tussle as does an enraged
jump fishing in upper areas, DALE HOLLOW-White bass below dam,upper section muddy, black bass.
bluegill good in all sections on fair at night at 30 feet, bluegill remainder clear and stable at 76.
worms and crickets, some limits fair to good around willow FRAYSON-Fair catches of
The spawning areas usually are found on a hard surface, such
of rainbow trout below dam on bushes, clear and stable at 82. bluegill and black bass, as an old roadbed, or washed-down gravelly bottom area.
cheese and worms, clear and
Prehaps the favotire spawning area, however, is man-made. That
HERRINGTON-Bluegill good tributaries murky, remainder
stable at 81.
would be the rip rap bottoms laid in many lakes to prevent
stable
at
76.
clear
and
drift fishing along deep banks,
CUMBERL4ND-7-Whise bolls urattered black base by casting,
erosion. This rip rap will usually be found around bridges or near
'
ISUCKHORN--Bluegin
best
in
good by still fishing at night and
dains or on points where the'engineers to not Want the water to
mostly using artificial worms, shallow areas, scattered white
Jump fishing in lower section,
erode the soil. Find such a place and you'll usually find catfish,
clear and stable at 79.
bass and croppie at 20 feet at espcially at spawning time when they are spoling for a fight.
lack bass best by fly fishing and
casting artificial nightcrawlers, ROUGH RIVER LAKE-White night, some limits of trout below
Usually a person thinks of catfish as a favorite in the fresh
croppie fair in brushy areas, bass fair to good by still fishing at dam, upper fourth murky and flowing water
below the dam.That is correct. In a river or stream
trout fair below dam, clear and night and by jump fishing, fair muddy, remainder clear and
of any size or below the darns impounding the large lakes good
stable
at
79.
stable at 80.
black bass over stump beds and
catches of catfish can be harvested in the swift waters by fishing
KENTUCKY-Some limits of around cover on artificial worms, DEWEY-Bluegill and croppie ...on or near the
bottom.
black bass by casting artificial clear and stable at 81.
fair, clear and rising at 80.
Small streamst give up good catches of catfish too, and there
they'll be caught all year long except in the dead of winter. And, of
course,few are the youngsters who have not caught a long string
U S *1ST
of tiny mud cats from a neighboring pond.

I Statewide Fishing Report 1

But even pond fishing for catfish has taken a different course
now. Commercial pond operators purchase channels and place
them in their ponds to be fished out by paying the public. This
offers real good exciting fishing as the fisherman always knows
when he has a strike.

OUTDOOR PLEDGE c""c"N"H"

The skill comes, not in getting the fish to hit, but in properly
handling it after it takes the bait. Probably a catfish is allowed to
"run" further than any other of the fishes after he takes UD the
lure. Like a bass it apparently fondles the bait before actually
taking it and if a run starts and the fisherman attempts to set the
hook right then, he's pretty apt to miss the fish. When it has run
several yards, however,if the hook is set with a vigorous jerk on
the pole, then the fisherman will in all probability land his fish.
The story of catfish could fill a book,and has. Everyone has his
choice method of harvesting them. The trotline is a big weapon
used against the catfish but that is another story.
Meanwhile, if you seek the catfish with a pole and line, be
cautious Ale fish's "horns." These pin-pointed fins contain a bit
of poison and the wound therefrom can be most painful for several
days.

AS A VISITOR TO THE PUBLIC LANDS
I PLEDGE TO
• KEEP THE LAND CLEAN AND FREE OF LITTER
• RESPECT AND TREAT THE LAND AS MY OWN
• LEAVE GATES AND FENCES AS I FIND THEM
• OBEY STATE GAME AND FISH LAWS
• BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE

U. S. ARMY, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
IN COOPERATION WITH
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

STANDARD
OIL

RICHARD ORR
01ST. GO.
1109 Pogue Avenue.

Phone 753-4652
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OUR WILDLIFE.
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Tear Prescription Carefully

Court Clerk
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Commercial Fishing [AVM, (Rea. --- - - - --Commercial Fishing License ( Non-rex ) -----Ohio River Fishing License (Res. Ohio. Ind. & lIl
Ohio River Comm. Fishing Lk. (Res. Ohio. lad 6 III
e' 111't .! oart
Seine Tag for each 100 ft. of seine, gill net or
1,,1,„
„„Us
Ohio River Seine Tag I Holder n1 Ohio Itivee

WARD - ELKINS

""PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
Ic
e
MAJOR
BUSINESS"

753-1933

SATURDAY-JUNE 19, 1971

KENTUCKY

HUNTING AND FISHING UCENSE FEES

Outdoor Lore

The water a boat gets ashore
can do it and its gear more harm
than that encountered while
afloat.
This is the claim made by the
boating experts at Mercury
outboards,and they back up their
statement with convincing
arguments. The bottom of any
boat is obviously made to stand
long contact with water, but the
same cannot always be said of
parts of a boat's topsides and
innards. Where raindrops and
spray soon dry off of such areas
and equipment 'when the sun
comes out, dampnessin a boat or
its gear when in storage can often
remain long enough to cause
trouble.
If several still-damp seat
cushions are stacked one atop the
other for storage, their contacting surfaces are likely to
stiffer discoloration or rot.
Similarly a folding navy top that
Ls still damp when wrapped is an
imitation to mildew or rot.
Metals anchor line that still
harbors some moisture when
sewed away will likewise
deteriorate.
1.1:
t's why old-time boatyards
o n looked like waterfront
ge sales. Every movable
item was taken out of every last
beat and hung up or spread out to
&Yin the warm sun. During the
dlly things were turned over to
pure thorough drying, and all
bids hustled to get things under
ogiver before late afternoon
dOnpness got into them.
Look over your boat and
equipment for lurking water.
(pen all drain plugs, covers,
fiatcbes, floorboards anc compartments. Take out every loose
Nun. Feel of fabric items,
soft objects, tilt cone objects. With a keen
eye and common sense you can
ferret out every place and item
that needs drying out. Boats that
have been used in salt water
require a very thorough hosing
dOwn to wash away dried salt
crystals inside and out that can
absorb and hold dampness in wet
weather.
s Water that is allowed to remain
6 a boat during storage can
cause rot, staining and corrosion.
Also, always tilt and turn your
outboard motor when removing it
from the boat, to encourage all
the water remaining
'
In 'the
cooling system to drain out.

- MURRAY.

NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

JOHNSON

MOTORS

Sales and Service

New Concord, Ky.

Phone 436-5494

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
-GUNS and AMMUNITION -

Murray'. Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL

MIDNIGHT

PRONE 7111-1272

Hazel Highway

Murray, /Centuecy

or Zenith

TVs

Chestnut Street

1.0

Sporting iroods

Murray. Ky.

Phone 753-2571

HELP KEEP
KENTUCKY'S
WATER CLEAN
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i Mrs. I. B. Barbee++

More

7/1

713-4147

all
& 1
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Tau Flu Lambda will have a
salad supper at the home of Mrs.
Glenda Smith at 6:30 p.m.

Miss Carla Elkins
Honored At Bridal
Shower At Church

The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Southside Restaurant
at noon.

The Baptist Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at ten a.m, at the church. A
potluck will be served and the
Current Missions group will meet
Saturday, June 19
Welcome
The
Wagon at two p.m.
Nevrcomers Club will hold its
Wednesday, June 23
The Sunny Side Homemakers annual picnic at the Oaks
Club will have a family night at Country Club from four to eight Ladies Day luncheon will be
served at 12:15 p.m. at the Oaks
the City Park at six p.m.
The picnic is open to
Country Club with Mrs. Mickey
families.
members and their
Boggess and Mrs. Richard Smith
The 1951 graduating class of
as chairmen. Others serving will
Murray Training School will have The BFA Shows of Mike Mcbe Mesdames Bob Johnson, Ted
Mrs. Harlan Hodges
its 20th year reunion at the home ardwell, Jeffersontown, and
Lawson,
Howard Brandon, Arof Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tucker. Pamela Muss Bridgewater,
chie Simmons, Don Henry, Rob
For reservations contact Donald I .uisville, will open at the
Ray Will D. Thornton, Joe Pat
Tucker at 753-4342 or 753-5020.
xhibition Hall, Fine Arts James, Robert Hendon, J. W.
uilding, Murray State, and run Young, and Norman Lane.
The WKHA point show will be
ough July 2. No charge.
held at the Calloway County
The Ladies Day luncheon will
Riding Club at the Jaycee
be served at noon at the Calloway
Monday, June 21
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was
Fairgrounds starting at four p.m. The Murray Chapter of County Country Club. Hostesses
elected president of the Christian
National Secretaries Association are Mesdames Don Tucker, A. B. Women's
Fellowship of the First
A Swim Party for those who
will have a luncheon at the Crass, Dennis Taylor, Jack Christian
Church in the morning
have just finished the 10th, 11th,
Belote,
John
Ed
Scott,
Robert meeting
Woman's Club House at noon.
in
the church library
and 12th grades will be held for
Each member is asked to bring Huie, Dan Hutson, Maurice Tuesday.
She and the other ofmembers of the Oaks Country
Humphrey, Bill Thurman
tag
at
the
given
the
to
name
her
ficers were installed by Mrs. W.
Club from six to eight p.m. Each
Vernon Shown,
and W. A
installation meeting.
Z. Carter.
member may bring one guest and
Franklin.
the charge is 25 cents per person.
A wiener roast and swim party Mrs. William Egnor, retiring
The Penny Homemakers Club
president,conducted the business
will meet at the home of Mrs. for junior high members will be meeting and
opened the meeting
held
from
two
to
five
p.m.
at
the
with prayer. Other officers
M of P.E.O. Perry Hendon, Sha-Wa Circle, at Calloway
Chapter
County Country Club.
elected are Mrs. A. H. Titsworth
Sisterhood will meet at noon at one p.m.
Each member may invite one
and Mrs. Rupert Parks, vice
the home of Mrs. Maurice
guest.
Hostesses
are
Mesdames
Tuesday, June 22
presidents; Mrs. William Van
Christopher with Mrs. Olga
A Swim Party for kindergarten Tommy Taylor, Bill Holt, Joe Meter, reelected secretary; Mrs.
Freeman as assisting hostess.
Dick, John Gregory, Sal Mat:hrough third graoe members
Clyde Jones, Mrs. Taz Roberts,
tarazzo, Junior Garrison, and
and their guests of the Oaks
and Mrs. J. C. McDougal, service
John
Pasco.
The
planning
Sunday, June 20
Country Club will be held at the
chairmen.
Homecoming services will be dub from ten a.m. to one p.m. committee is composed of Laurie Mrs. Hodges
spoke about the
held at the Russell's Chapel Each child is to bring a sac* Crass, David Taylor, Tommy plans of work.
Mrs. Egnor was
Pasco,
John
Hart,
Alison
Holt,
United Methodist Church with lunch and a charge of 25 cents
given expressions of appreciation
regular morning services, a per child will be made. Mrs. Eli Beth Richardson, Gary Sullivan, for her
leadership, and Rev.
Ann Gregory, David Kennedy,
basket dinner, and singing in the Alexander is chairman.
David Roos, the new minister of
Sally
Matarazzo,
Jan
Garrison,
afternoon.
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
the church, thanked the CWF for
and Lee An Dick
giving the reception for him and
his family, in the church Sunday
afternoon.

ft7=

Mrs. Harlan Hodges
Elected President
Of Women's Group

Let's Make This ...

House Number Week
If you do not know your house number call
the City Clerk, 753-1221.
You can buy your house numbers at one of the following:
* BIG K * MURRAY SUPPLY * OTASCO
* ROSES * KUHN'S * UNCLE JEFF'S
* BEALE HARDWARE
This advertisement published byrthe Ledger & Times in the interest of
Ledger & Times newspaper boys and Post Office Letter Carriers.

Drycleaning

SPECIALS!

Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, June 21, Jane 22, June 23

Plain
One Piece

Free
Storage
Insured!
Mothproofed!
No boxing!
Pay only regular
cle "coal

DRESSES

TROUSERS
of
SLACKS
ea

Many Friends And Relatives
At Bucys Celebration Sunday
and Mrs. James Tubble,
Hoplunsville, Ky.; Mrs. Mary
Holmes, Cairo, Ill.; Mr. and
Mrs. John Moody, Springfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Garton Hutson,
Murray; Miss Mary Montgomery and Miss Sandra
Adams, New Concord, Ky.;
Rev. and Mrs. Ted Cowan, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Cary, and Mr. and
Mrs. 0. E. Rhodes and
daughter, Miss Donna Rhodes
all of Purvear.

Mr. and Mrs. John Brooks
Miss Carla Elkins, July 3rd Bucy observed their 50th
was
Darnell,
Gary
-elect
of
bride
Wedding Anniversary on
the honoree at a lovely household Sunday afternoon, June 13, at
shower held on Wednesday, June their home at Buchanan. One
2 at seven o'clock n the evening hundred thirty-six friends and
at Russell's Chapel United relatives called during the hours
Methodist Church.
from 2 to 5 o'clock to honor the
The gracious hostesses for the couple with good wishes and
occasion were Mesdames Blondie gifts.
McClure, Donald Stom, Burt
The house was decorated with
Garland, Jr., and Steve Grogan.
gift arrangements of yellow
occasion
special
the
For the
roses, mums and carnations,
Sandals that lace up the
honoree chose to wear a purple greeting cards and many useful
leg are a big part of the
knit A-line dress and was and atrractive gifts. Mr. and
hot pants look. Many stores
presented with a corsage of white Mrs. Rudy were marriedln June
sell these leg straps sepacarnations accented with purple. 1921 in the home of the late
rately so that they can be
The mother of the bride-elect Judge and Mrs. D. T. Spaulding
attached to different pairs
Mrs. Carlos Elkins, wore a purple at 1102 Chickasaw in Paris, with
of sandals.
crepe dress with white ac- Judge Spaulding, who was also a
cessories. The groom-elect's Baptist minister, performing
mother, Mrs. Velva Darnell, the ceremony.
wore a multiple striped dress Assisting in receiving the
guests were Mr. Bucy's sisters,
with matching accessories.
The register was kept by Mrs. Mrs. Leona Grubbs and Mrs.
C. W. Nance. The table was Robert Burton; Mrs. Bucy's
overlaid with a white tablecloth sisters, Mrs. Ozella Timmons
Stanley
Mrs.
and accented with red and blue. Umbaugh,
Refreshments of punch, cake, Whitworth and Mrs. Alma
guest
nuts, and mints were served from Cammack. Attending the
John Lita beautifully arranged table with register was Mrs.
a blue and red floral center piece. Ueton.
The daughter, Mrs. Cliff
Approximately one hundred
City,
guests were included in the guest Cowan from Calvert
Kentucky and daughter-in-law
list
Mrs. Jimmy Bucy presided at,
the serving table. Receiving and
greeting the guests on the cool
shady lawn were son, Jimmy
Bucy, son-in-law, Cliff Cowan

Mrs. Helen Bennett, chairman,
presided over the business
meeting. Mrs. Bailey read the
minutes and gave the treasurer's
report. Serving as chairman next
year will be Mrs. W. Z. Carter
with Mrs. Bailey continuing as
secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. William Porter gave the
program speaking from the
booklet, "Take The High Road",
a treatise on youth's physical and
moral development.

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Sunny Side Club
Has June Picnic
At The City Park

The Sunny Side Homemakers
Club held its regular monthly
meeting at the Murray City Park
on Thursday, June 10, at ten
thirty o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. Donald Thorn, president
presided at the meeting. The
minutes, financial report, anc
roll call were given by Mrs
George Holland.
Funds were collected for the
dish towels sold by members
Dr. and Mrs. Richard D. Hurt Other ways to make money for
of Memphis, Tenn., are the the club were suggested.
parents of a baby boy, Richard The lesson on "Every Day
Dale Hurt, Jr., born on Tuesday, Etiquette" was presented by
June 8, at the Baptist Memorial Mrs. George Holland.
Hospital, Memphis.
Seven members and their
The new father will complete children enjoyed a picnic lunch
his internship at Baptist with one visitor present.
Memorial Hospital on June 30 Plans were made for a family
and is expected to be com- night to be held at the City Park
missioned into the Army shortly an Saturday, June 19, at six p.m.
thereafter
The next regular meeting will
Grandparents are Mr. and be held on September 10 at 10:30
Mrs. Buford Hurt of Murray and a.m. at the home of Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan of Holland.
Barberton, Ohio.
Canadian Kay Hawtry.has been
Great grandparents are Mrs.
cast opposite Jerry Orbach in
Mary Ray of Stella, Mrs. Opal
"A Fan's Notes" filming on
Hurt of Kirksey, and Mrs. John
locations in Canada for Warner
V. Ryan of Erie, Pa.
Brix.

!BERTHS

and five grandchildren, Tracy,
bonnie and John Bucy and Mark
and Lance Cowan. One granddaughter, Mrs. Lanny Blossom
who lives in Hollywood, Florida
was unable to attend.

CELEBRATE
at

Swot

of Murray

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

Special honor guests were
Governor Gordon Browning,
from Huntingdon, who was Mr.
Bucy's Captain during World
War I and Battery D Comrades,
John Moody,Springfield, Morris
Bucy, Nashville, 0. E. Rhodes,
Puryear, and Bob Morris.

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
I 1 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
$2.50 Including think, Dessert & Tax
/
1
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Please the entire family.. Bring them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure. Excellent
food, fine service, homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit

Other out-of-town guests for
the occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
Whitworth, Mrs.
Stanley
Virginia Graham and daughter
Miss Terry Graham, Roy E.
Cammack and daughter, Miss
Ann Elaine and Miss Jan
Garner, all of Memphis; Sfra.
Alma Cammack, Los Crusus,
New Mexico, Mrs. Dorothy
Williamson and daughters, Clair
and
Julie,
Clarksdale,
Mississippi; Mr. and Mrs. Free
Wallace, Munfordsville; Mr.

Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
tBridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.

Lis HEATING SYSTEMS

SERVICES

BY YOUR
CHURCH of CHRIST
Irer'LeAll
607 Poplar - Murray, Ky.
Roy Beasley, Jr., Minister
DISTRIBUTOR
10:40 A. M. 816:00 P. M.
7:30 P. M.

FREE ESTIMATES

14.1

Itomical

CLIP-SAVE
DISCOUNT COUPON
CLIP SAVE

PRE-SEASON COUPON
OPIFII WIRES AUGUST v., 1571
ONLY ONE COLTPON
ArrlIAPK/

Shirt
Special

SPACE
HEATING

undered to Perfectio

PAUL MArrailVAI

loy OLISFT

CLIP SAVE
CENTRAL

HEATING
SYSTEM
5%

DISCOUNT

Zip Luung, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
„
• .. •
.. •.

DISCOUNT

OFF
LIST PRICE

PRICF

Nursery Facilities Provided
Church Bus To Run RetjUlar Route

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm
Owned and
•

rated b

Be le

pra Co.

on naneers with soy
drycleaning order.

PAUL MATTHEWS, Speaker
"Come now, let us rp,?s,,,together.- (Isaiah
1.18)

The United States
acres larger than it
couple of year's a
even has
s anew
goes mounti

Credit
Kilauea volcano, one
world's most active
oes. "The longest a
and most voluminou
eruption" in the n

en
hilit
tea:Y
red °f
its KIWI-lame
d a ye

ports the U S Gee
eruption
caliS
nteir
eveys
the
— two years ago, Kilau
produced about 250
'. cubic yards of la
Mm
awons
m Uu
lulo,("no
g rwo
mountain"), a span
lava shield being but
an active vent on ti
cano's east rift.

•
IN
widef,eetis highe and
I
targai

volcanic landform
United States in ma

turin
Si sce last March,
the river of lava has
uously cascaded ove
foot cliffs into the
Ocean, forming
i
stretch of new land
a mile wide and as
nearly 1000 feet
the old shoreline.

Hwy. 641 So.

Gire_Ext
raltifeT
ears
Gospel Meeting WHEN INSTALLED AND
SERVIaD BEYOND
June 20-25 THE
SALE
SUNDAY
MON. - FRI.

new mour
of acres
for Uncle

I

WILL lrigii EstniltESUNDAY

49t

00

Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. wad
hostess to the night group of the
C.W.F. of the First Christian
Church Tuesday evening. The
potluck meal was served on the

SCOTT DRUG
Street

week long

'1

Bailey Home Scene Of Group Meeting
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KENGAS
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1823
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Personal
income of
Americans

WASHINGTON
(I
The government
reported a sharp
!crease in the per
income of all Ameni
I coupled with anothe
vance in home bu
during May. A 1
Administration
ec
mist labeled the re
as further evidenci
economic recovery.
Personal income
month reached a se
ally adjusted annual
of $874.4 billion,
commerce
De
on,ps
_ billion from April,
ri

T
The agency also
sp
r
ajidv.a
private
housing start
I May were at a seam
!adjusted annual rat
1 1.93 million, up
April's 1.89 million
1 the
third
consec
I month in which the
lure has hovered clot
Administrat
ithe
1 goal for the year of
million new homes.
t1•1111111111111101•111111111001•11111011•111

Shaking can
kill baby

LONDON (UPI): Pal
who give their babie
good shaking can kill I
without leaving a clut
neurosurgeon warns.
A shaking can cause
tat blood clots on the I
but leave no visible in,
Dr. A. N. Guthkelch sa!
an article in the Bi
Medical Journal.
Guthkelch exam
"battered baby" cases
mined to his hospital
reported: "The mere
sence of visible injur
the head does not ex
direct violence.
'One has the impre
that 'a good shaking' is
at least by British pai
to be socially more aa
ble and physically less
gerous than a 1110w cli
head or elsewhere."
The doctor said he
of one case in which a
boy died after his m
had shaken him mere
an attempt to cure a I
coughing.

Personalized
Do take advantage of
day's specialized form
for dry, oily or not
skin. Mature skin should
treated to a moisturi
makeup; problem teen
skin should have media
make-up. There are e
non-allergenic makeups
people with special nt
tive reactions to stand
make-ups.

rib,

evi, of St-pt. L
Ileoigisbleill by ARA
191
introdurti,,,,
night ' • program lineup.
•
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oIrt and to eliminate shine.
They are small and can be
carried in the pude., for
Several companies have
rruddle-of-the-day cleansing.
come out vy,tth paper cloths
They're particularly benefitreated with fresheners to
cial for those with excesabsorb facial oil, remove
si%elv oily complexions.

new mountain
of acres
for Uncle Sam
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Paper cloths

In using v.ith sauces,
shredding
cheese
gives
pieces of small size, so
they'll melt faster, at a low-

Credit goes to Hawaii's
Kilauea volcano, one of the
world's most active volcanoes. "'The longest sustained
11113 most voluminous flank
6111Ption" in the recorded
history of Kilauea recently
entered its third year, reports the li S. Geographical Survey.
Since the eruption began
- two years ago, Kilauea has
produced about 250 milbon
cubic yards of lava at
Mauna Ulu ("g r o w i n g
mountain"1, a spatter-andlava shield being built over
an active vent on the volcano's east rift.

lunches
GIRL TALK-Mrs. Richard Nixon and Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower have a little chat during a White House reception
for members of the Sigma Alpha Iota. Mrs. Eisenhower
is honorary patroness of the international professional
music f---4,rnitv.
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new season's most wanted
at Savings up to $4.11 a yard!
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Luxury Polyester Knits from here and
abroad! Here are sensational savings for
those who appreciate fine knits!

,

From World's Finest Mills
to '12" Couturier

11144111.3,
H. s'
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New Argyles, Patchworks, etc.
* These Knits are made for the
exclusive Fashion Designers
* Nobody, but nobody can match
these values on Better Knits
Save
*
up to $6.11 on every yard
during this advance sale
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A SMALL DOWN PAYMENT WILL HOLD YOUR SELECTION IN OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY!!
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$488

We are so certain that these are the greatest
Polyester Knit Values in America, we will cheerfully
refund your money if you can buy the same fine quality
knits cheaper anywhere else!
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Compare These Anywhere at 55.99 to '8.99 a Yard

* 60" Machine Washable Acrylic Knits
* Matching Solids and Stripes
* Choose from 18 Matching Fall Colors
* It's the Most Wanted Double
Knit for Fall
* Save from '2.11 to '4.11 a Yard

A new 100% Polyester Miracle Fabric that is taking
the fashion world by storm. Woven Suitings that are
completely machine washable with the feel of Finest
Wool Flannels. All new Fall patterns and colors.

•;•,
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POLYESTER
100% ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNITS
DOUBLE
* Exclusive Couturier Knits
You'll See Nowhere Else
KNITS
* Morotranics, Multi Jacquards,

100% POLYESTER
SUITING

•••••
6;01
.441 .• •10.'0%
‘PitSSOL;I:•:':

*

MACHINE WASHABLE
to

THE NEW FASHION LOOK FOR FALLI
REG. 54.99 to 17.99

*Ye
Ot ••••
4.16.43
41.tb

3.0

* All From Nationally Known Mills

Get the looks and feel
of Worsted Wool Double
Knits, yet it's completely
machine washable!

$593
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•
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* Machine Washable, Crushproof
* All Brand New Fall 1971 Knits

Select your new Fall Knits during this great advance sale. Never
Before such tremendous selection Never before such fine quality,
never before such low, low price!

* Full Bolts, First Quality, Machine Washable
* All New Menswear Patterns and Weaves
* From Famous Wamsutta Mills Knitted in California
* Save from $2.11 to $4.11 a Yard During This Sale!
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POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

* First Quality 11-01. to 14-oz. Knits
* Full Mill Bolts 60" to 68- Wide
* Choose From 28 New Fall FastsItT Colors
* All the Newest Weaves, PaHernrand Colors

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

4:s ir
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ADVANCE SHOWING OF LUXURIOUS 55.99 TO '6.99 NEW FALL 1971

'7" to '9" MEN'S WEAR

5,4
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Now's the time to select your new Fall Polyester Double Knits! Thousands and thousands of yards from the world's most famous mills
and all at *savings of 40%, 50%, yes even 60%. Our mill-to-you purchase power makes these unbelievable savings possible! You who sew
know our past record for thrilling fabric sales, but this one out-values them all! Come early, these sensational knit buys are a wonderful
way to save on your fall wardrobe!
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Do take advantage of today's specialized formulas
for dry, oily or normal
skin. Mature skin should be
treated to a moisturizing
make-up; problem teen-age
skin should have medicated
make-up. There are even
non-allergenic make-ups for
people with special negative reactions to standard
make-ups.

School systems that want

GREAT ADVANCE FALL '71

I
IThe government today f
•
^
let e .s'Illeirs„.
i
E reported
a sharp in- i_
50,
Wili111,0"
„,,.
.
%vs
•,,,,,,..•
I crease in the personal 1s
ie II 01‘. 8
re income of all Americans, I
•
. s.• se •0 . •
i coupled with another ad- ;-.. •
•
i vance in home building; .5,.
during May. A Nixon I
Administration
econo-E
mist labeled the reports;
as further evidence of g
E
economic recovery.
I
Personal income last I
•
month reached a season- E
ally adjusted annual rate i
$
of $6874.4 billion, up $6 I
,. I billion from Apri,1„ thf I ,
.
0
11:4
I
Department .=
.- Commerce
0,116
a said.
=
.
E
inot
g The
agency also said I
E- p• rivate housing starts in i
i May were at a seasonally i
I adjusted annual rate of I
;1.93 million, up from i
I April's 1.89 million and ?
I the
third
consecutive
I month in which the fig- i •
i ure has hovered close to I
Administration's I
1- t h e
I goal for the year of two I
Now the
E
I million new homes.
•alice."*:a.. •
E
E
Fashion Knits

Personalized

The guidelines are one
of several criteria which
schools must use in determining eligibility for free
or
token-priced
lunches.
Others include the number
of children attending
school or pre-school programs.
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The doctor said he knew
of one case in which a baby
boy died after his mother
had shaken him merely in
an attempt to cure a fit of
coughing.

to use more generous pay.
erty guidelines may do as,
but as system can apply a
regulation more restricdve
than the federal guidelines,
officials said.

The guidelines apply to
schools operating under the
National School Lunch Program and other schools
which receive federally donated foods.
Income
are
guidelines
set for families of all sizes
with cutoffs, for example,
of $3310 for a three-person
family in 1971-72 and $8080
for a family of 12 Higher
guideline figures are provided for Hawaii and Alaska.

STARTING MONDAY, JUNE 21st. .
A SALE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS!!

1

LONDON (UPI): Parents
who give their babies a
good shidtkig can MU them
wftWmt leaving a clue, a
neurosurgeon warns.
A shaking can cause fatal blood clots on the brain
but leave no visible injury,
Dr. A. N. Guthkelch says in
an article in the British
Medical Journal.
Guthkelch examined
"battered baby" cases admitted to his hospital and
reporied : "The mere absence of visible injury pn
the head does not exclude
direct violence.
One has the impression
that 'a good shaking' is felt,
at least by British parents,
to be socially more acceptable and physically less clan.
gerous than a Wow on the
head or elsewhere."

•_,A s

Guidelines for the 1976
71 school year required
free or token-priced lunches for any child from a
family of four with income
under $3720 per year. For
the 1971-72 year, the income ceiling will be $3940
per year.

iit:a.%.:6*,'Aprdr.,...t.rihne;10411.64...,:efal
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income of I
1 Americans up 1
I
I WASHINGTON (UPI): i

The increase was or
dered basically. however, to
keep the school guidelines
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•

E

;-: updated

in step with changes in other federal poverty statistics
and no change in the number of children eligible for
free or token-priced lunches is expected, a spokesman
said.

• L.44,#
.
. •

wide, is the largest new
volcanic landform in the
United States in many centuries.
Since last March, part of
' the river of lava has continuously cascaded over 2000foot cliffs into the Pacific
Ocean, forming a flat
stretch of new land almost
a mile wide and extending
nearly 1000 feet beyond
the old shoreline.

.

NBC's telecast of the finals of
the Miss America Pageant Sept.
11. The 17th consecutive year
for - who else? - Bert Parks.
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WASHINGTON
(U P I):
An uPdateo poverty guideline to determine eligibility
of children for free or
toketOpnced school lunches
has been announced by
Richard E. Lyng, assistant
Agriculture secretary
The new directive, effective in the fall, raised the
poverty-One income figure
for a family of four by
ON per year.
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You get one guess as to the
master of ceremonies for
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er temperature Add cheese
only at the next to last
minute of cooking, then
finish
cooking
carefully
and only until the cheese is
melted.

Cheese cookery
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

eaklAk
She wants hubby
'trapped' in sleep
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Is it true that if a person is in a deep
sleep, if you speak to him quietly, and ask questions, be will
answer truthfully?
Also is it true that if a persoo is sound asleep he could
have something "drilled" into his head so that cm the
following day he would carry out the suggestions that were
put into his bead? I am not trying to do anything illegal or
dangerous, but there are a few questions I would like my
husband to answer, and he could too easily lie in his waking
hours, and dis other method would sure set my mind at
NO NAME, PLS.
ease.
DEAR NO NAME: Yoe are probably referring to
questioning one who is In a "hypnotic state." Or trying to
plant saggestises in the sahlindnal or uncessekeui mind ef
one who is sleeping. These techniques require great skill and
I don't recommend them for year yarrow—If indeed you
could successfully pull them aft which Is extremely doubt/al.

1 Uninteresting
person
5 Whip
Surgical
9
thread
19 Performed
12 Occupying a
chair
13 Trapped
15 Preposnoi.
16 Se
defeated
18 Southern
blackbird
19 Paid
notices
20 Leading man
21 Otherwise
22 Manuscript
(abbr.)
23 Foundation
24 Became dim
25 Emerges
victorious
26 Strokes
27 Desolate
29 Free
ticket
30 Symbol for
tantalum
32 Await
settlement
33 Direction
34 Household
Pei
35 Conjunction
36 Vessel
37 identical
38 Seesaw
40 Relatives
42 Attempted
43 Silver coins
of Iran
44 Places
45 Sicilian
volcano

DEAR ABBY: My problem is a girl ru call Irene. We
have nothing In common except that our husbands were best
buddies in the service. Irene has made it a habit to come
over uninvited, around dinnertime with her two kids who ars
both on the bottle.
Last time she came, we had eaten early, but she stayed
and stayed, saying every few minutes that she really should
be getting home to fix dinner for herself and her chi!dren as
her husband was eating downtown. I finally fed them about 8
p. in. just to get rid of them.
Irene smokes constantly, and always my cigarets
because she doesn't want her husband to know she smokes.
She doesn't discipline her children so I have to watch them
every minute. She asks me for clothes that are too small for
me because she knows I've gained some weight She isn't
poor, Abby. Just nervy.
Before leaving she fills her babies' bottles with my milk.
And she doesn't care if she takes the lad drop.
My husband insists that I be nice to her because of his
friendship with her husbaod, but I am at the end of my rope.
HAD IT
What should I do about Irene?
DEAR HAD IT: Your problem isn't Irene. It's year
husband. He has No right to insist that you be "nice" I. a
presumptuous, nervy "MUM merely because her husband M
in. friend. Tell hubby that you'll be niee to Irene when it's a
liagratime. but you plan to discourage her frequent drop-in
illamertime visits. Then do it.
__DEAR ABBY 1 have two questsons for you: Is It proper
lat•girl to ask a guy what she should wear when be asks
her for a date?
Also, do you think it is okay for a girl to tell her date she
thinks he looks neat? Or isn't it cool for a girl to compliment
ELLEN
a guy on the way he looks? I am 15.
DEAR ELLEN: It's not only "prsper"—It's sensible for
a girl to find out how to dress for a date. Ask Mtn what the
"plans" are. A girl wouldn't dress the same for a dance as
she would for a movie or a hockey game.
And yes, it's "cool" to compliment a guy on the way be
looks. Gays have vanity, too.
DEAR ABBY: This is for the lady whose husband didn't
think she needed a washer-dryer and suggested she do what
the Indians did:
My husband used to tell me how his mother did
I told him I would try to live as his mother did if he
cooperate. Since his mother conidn't drive a car, his father
made all the necessary trips to town, so he would have to do
that. I would spend as much time claming the bathroom as
his mother spent cleaning the outbouee, and since she didn't
have a refrigerator, I'd never defrost ours. I also needed a
few teen-aged girls to help me since he had three older
sinters, none of whom could go to high school because they
had to help at home.
Would you believe, I never heard a word about how his
ZEE.LAND, MICHIGAN
mother did things after that?
What's year problem? You'll feel better if you get 11 .11
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOO. Les Angeles, CM.
Me. For a personal reply rimless stamped, addressed
envelope.

NE% YORK (UPI) - The
husband-wife singing team of
Sonny and Cher will star in a
summer comedy-variety series

Man s name
Fish eggs
interminable
Lariat
Skin
ailment
7 MUSK as
written
8 Harbingers
9 Dispatches
11 Thick
12 Country of
Asia
14 Expired
17 Native
metal
20 Skein of
yarn
21 Dines
23 Flying
creature
24 Swift
25 Roams
2
3
4
5
6

The Colonials
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Corner 7th & M.
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ADORABLE CUTE '
pups, love children, no
Phone 753-9371.
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kW HONDA 125 Scram
$300.00. Phone
peer 6:00 p.m.

This sixth annual camp for
diabetic children, sponsored by
Diabetes
Kentucky
the
Association will be at Camp
Kysoc near General Butler State
Park, two miles east of
arrollton. It will serve boys and
girls 8 through 15 years.
Most summer camps exclude
liabetic children because of their
lisease. Camp Hendon offers
:hem the opportunity to participate in the fun of a full cam
program. At the same time it
offers association with other
diabetic boys and girls who share
the same experiences and the
same problems. There is also the
chance to learn more about
diabetes and the techniques o
self care.
Facilities at the camp include I
spacious lodge-dining hall, ad
building, healti
ministration
center, two crafts buildings
swimming pool, and showei
houses. There is a 20 acre lain
with a boat dock and a fishins
dock. The campers are housed ir
cabins grouped in villages ol
three cabins each.
Camping activities include
swimming, basketball, rowboating„fishing, arts and crafts,
overnight camping, archery,
pontoon boating, cook-outs,
dramatics,
hikes,
nature
canoeing, camp-fires, hay rides,
square dancing and special
events.
The staff is ideal for the special
needs of these children. 'There
are trained, experienced counselors, many of whom are
professional
or
teachers
recreation personnel and a
profession dietician. Two doctors
and two registered nurses reside
at the camp during the session
and provide the broad, constant
and individualised medical
supervision required.

re'

2/
$119
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We Have Shirt Laundry
Servics Here!

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

East Side of Square
ONE HOUR SERVICE

RETCH DENIM

TEENS, LADIES & GIRLS

RECEIVING NEW
registered and grade ho,
have new and used .
Three years to pay. •
lode 901-642-6499. Circle
Ranch, alternate 69 H
Tenn.

SHORTS

SANDALS
YOUR CHOICE

88
1

2F0300

Reg. 2.49

EACH

ALUM INU
SHEETS

Compare at 1.77

Smooth, wipe-clean manmade uppers with brushed
tone finish.
Open-toe styling: cork platform and heel.
Bright brass vamp trim.
• Sizes to 10 in brown & white.

A•

100 percent Nylon
sizes 8 to 18
in assorted colors

Smooth manmade uppers
wipe clean fast.
Slingback with adjustable
brass buckle.
• Great for your casual sum• mer wardrobe.
• Sizes to 10 in white.
Uppers of manmade crinkle
patent.
• Two strap styling with
brass button trim.
• Fashiony platform sole &
heel. Sizes 81/7-4 in beige.

23"x35"
Perfect for
roofing or sidi
barns
or underpinn
trailers.

•

C

Ladies Knit Tone

oo I

Jewel and scoop neck
sleeveless knit tops in
assorted summer prints.
controlled.
Shrinkage
Small, Medium, Large.

25' Each

Ledger& Ti

Compare at
20"
BREEZE BOX FAN

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
BABY POWDER 14-oz. SIZE
BABY LOTION 10-0Z. SIZE
th Each

88

‘OF

Reg. 12.88
1 Year Guarantee
Save an addition.,
this 20" UL
speed fan.

FFER
2/119

UCK CAMPER 10',
stove, ice box, sl:
April cost, $17 •
for $1250.00. '
'Mailable. Phone area
$12-6499. Circle B. Ho
akernate 69 Hwy., Paris

Ztig.
maisom
bab3;__

poitUer

Fashion Costume

RINGS

WHITEST TEETH!
FRESHEST BREATH!

Compare at 1.05

MELAMINE

PACQUIN

DINNERWARE

HAND CREAM
— OR

* Service for 8

SILK & SATIN

* 45-Piece Set
* Break Resistant
* Dishwasher Sake

$06
Store Hours:
9-9 Weekdays
12:30-6 Sunday

66

6

SIZE 31"x16"x12"

Compare

O0010155 Trailers, .
bedroom,
m,both priced xcellent condition
ameba Combo organ
Yamaha
$37-4240.

2For1

1

at 8.33

Full plywood frame. 3" tray.
Hasp style lock. Heavy stay
hinges and large draw bolts.
Two handles, tongue and
groove
dust and weather
proof construction. Nickel
plated hardware. Black, blue,
green, gold.

HAND & BODY
LOTION

0
9
r 57,
ea.

Values to 2,00
A sensational value on ladies fashion smart costume
rings. Choose from over 40
different styles,

PUFFS

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Phone

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

753-8777

10155 MuNAttot Mob
furnished, carpeted,
iind air conditioner, ci
Miles from campus. "
9.
OP MONTGOMERY
conditioners, f
refrigerators, lawn
tires. Just a few of the
f items available
Ward's catalogs. 510 Ma'
1'53-1966.

F

1968 BSA MOTOR CY
753-7861.

Facial Tissue

200's
4 BOXES
For

00

(101 7 H 01)

2/$1"

FRTGERATOR, '
fryer, dinette set, co
$hairs, drapes, rugs, •
ds. Phone 753-2765 a
p.m.

t

oil'

Mfg. sugg. to 1.49

. )0 on
..ed 3

er

•

ft)

Cr.)
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HOUSEHOLD; livin
dining room furnit
washer, dryer, refr
heaters
electric
miscellaneous. See at
Main.

*Nape,

,CI

Toff YO$T 'M ORS' CU AN a

REGISTERED IRIS
pups. Excellent • .•
753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.

32

TROUSERS SWEATERSi

71101:111111115:

FOR SALE

. it

9

27 28

'PROMISE 0'PARADISEWOW!!
EYE Si-kADOVJ
T1-1AT"D"MUST
5TANDFO'
"DIVINE!!"

"KISS 0'
??
FIRE"
'141G641
LIPS-TICK!!
MADNESS"
PERFuk•ffi

IT SAYS MOLD

21

20

19

CU Abner

a

16 17

15

LADIES or MENS

Ons moue

PARK

•1171 5rvei.aPtanIta

6-19
•Vot

10

June 21 22nd 23rd

FREE!
Mothproofing-Mildew Proofing

1965 MUSTAN!.
and automatic

Camp For
Diabetics
Planned

Cleanin

19
2
/

WEEK

33 Parts of
speech
34 Kind of
lily
36 Vegetable
37 Peruse
39 Cravat
41 Insect
egg

34

Good Monday,Tuesday 8 Wednesday ONLY

SKIRTS

AUTOS FOR

11
26 Grazing
area
27 Quarrel
28 Doctrine
29 Edible
seed
30 Domesticates

1

22

PAGE SEVEN

LEAVIN& ME WITH I
TUCKERED PUCKERS.

BUT THE MEN ARE
CLEVER. DUCKERS,

PUCKERLD up
.‘AY LIPS LIKE THIS.

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate

1 Whips

ry

Plain

'on CBS beginning Aug. 1 at
8:30-9:30 Sundays.
Comedienne Pat Carroll gets

DOWN

ONE HOUR SERVICE

SPECIAL

Television notes

Answer to Yesterday's Puz21,

standard, "Santa
a regular role on -1 he Bobby Yuletide
to Town" for
Sherman Show," a half-hour Claus Is Corning
series starring the singer that Dec. 3, and a December airing
ABC will put In the 8-8:30 for an animated version of Dicpan. slot Saturdays beginning kens'"A Christmas Carol."
Sent. 111

Compare at 37' each
Save an additional 32C more .
from our low discount price
on Puffs 200s.

gf. BERNARD Puppi:
registered. Phone P
Kentucky,554-4786.
1969 650 TRIUMPH Mo •
like new,low mileage. •
8043from 7:00 till 5:30,or
after 5:30.
24 INCH window fan in
condition. Phone 492-8308
AUTOS FOR S

WEEK
1968 PONTIAC
vinyl roof. Auto
A local clean

PARK
Corner 7th & Ma
Ph
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get the job done
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

WEEK END SPECIAL
1965 MUSTANG Fastback Dark blue with V-8
and automatic transmission. A local car. '775.00

FOR SALE
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
heavy duty gear box, stump
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and
five foot pull type models. One
and two row new and used three
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor
ITC
Company,753-4892.

ros

FOR RENT
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment. Central heat and air,
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
TFC
753-7850.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
duplex apartment. Mature adults
TFC
only. Phone 753-2660.

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

WEEK END SPECIAL
1970 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door Sedan. Med. green
with green vinyl roof. Local, 17,000 miles.
automatic with power and air.
12,750.00

Tv profile

Lupus' role grows
as physique shrinks

By VERNON SCOTT
Springs to sop up the sun and
UPI Hollywood C.orreapondrut
THREE ROOM furnished cotdo some swinuning.
HOLLIWO(11) ( P!) tage. Air-conditioned, electric
Lupus reports to Paramount
& CHAIR, vinyl cover. heat, quite
Corner 7th & Main
neighborhood, Corner 7th & Main
Peter Lupus, the muscle Man
Murray, Ky. COUCHwool
Murray,
Ky.
studio at 6 or 7 cm. daily and
braided rug, 9x12.
Also
of
"Mission.
University.
Impossible,"
will
of
distance
walking
works until 7 p.m. After dinner
Phone 753-5273
Phone 753-5273
ITC Available now. Couple or
Phone 753-4849.
be back next season after
he attends acting classes two
threatening to leave the series
J21C 1966
teacher. Phone 753-1589.
FOR SALE
nights a week to break the big
FOR SALE
FORD FAIRLANE 500, 2
10x40 MOBILE HOME; one
SERVICES OFFERED
unless his role as Willie Armiimage he won as a former
ox
door
hardtop,8 cylinder, straight
REGISTERED IRISH Setter SMALL GROCERY for sale. bedroom plus fold-out room, TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2/
1
2
FURNITURE REFINISHING. tage was expanded.
Mr. Indianapolis, Mr. Indiana
shift
with
overdrive.
Blue
grey,
phone
and
futures.
area.
Stock
large
Phone
living
753The
producers
have
753given
PUPS. Excellent pedigree. Phone
miles West of Murray on shady
All work guaranteed. Free pickand Mr. Hercules.
J22P lot. Concrete patio. Couples only. blacktop. Phone 474-2323. J23P
Willie more to say and do, no
J19C 5799753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
J23C 9021.
As is the case with many
up and delivery. Free estimate.
little thanks to mountains of large men, Lupus is soft spoken
J21P
Phone 753-1353.
Antique
or
natural
finish.
Jerry
WRECKER
1971 Chevrolet
fan mail.
,
ADORABLE CUTE Schnauzer TWO FEMALE AKC Registered GOOD USED television rotor.
and self-effacing.
July16C
factory demonstrator. A. C. 615- McCoy,753-3045.
When Lupus began his role
pups, love children, no shedding. German Shepherd puppies. 1611 Leaving town. Call before ROOMS: IN COUNTRY Estate
Ile and Sharon entertain
=-2857.
five
years
ago
he
weighed
J221
238
3
J22C with large recreation area. Mei&
Phone 753-9371.
now and then at small dinner
J21C Miller Ave. Phone 753-9978. J23P Thursday,753-4742.
U9ZER WORK; back hoe sei
pounds.
Now
he is a svelte 216, parties. When they go out for
optional. Nice. Phone 436vice;septic tank cleaning; septic
J21C 1966 FORD XL, automatic. tank installation. Gene Steely, 901 a result of rigid dieting. He dinner he prefers Japanese
HOUSEHOLD; living room, FALL & SUMMER maternity TWO ALMOST new beauty shop 2173.
Excellent condition. Phone 753consumes 150 capsules of
dining room furniture, TV, clothes, size 10 and 12. Priced hair dryers, chair type. Phone
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753- vitamins, minerals and protein food because it is high in proJ19P
J22C ONE BEDROOM furnished 4467.
tein and low in calories.
washer, dryer, refrigerator, reasonable. Phone 753-3753. J19c 753-1238.
7850.
July17C supplements a day.
Earlier this year Lupus
apartment and two bedroom 1963 VOLKSWAGEN,clean, good
electric
heaters
and
Lupus'
chest
measures
49
toured Japan, Hawaii and the
CHILD'S SWING set, one month unfurnished apartment. Phone condition. Phone 763.3167. J22C FOR ALL your home alterations,
miscellaneous. See at 1618 West GOATS: for sale. Phone 436inches; his waist is 32.
Philippine Islands entertaining
J21P
J19C old, new condition. Phone 437- 753-5079.
Main.
remodeling, etc. Free Estimates.
J21C 5875.
He maintains these dimen1968 GMC /
wounded servicemen.
1
2 TON truck with Phone 753-6123.
4171 or 527-7168.
J22P
June30C
sions
by
breakfasting
on
a
high
NICE TWO-Bedroom Apartment camper shell. Also 1957 Cadillac.
"I was really surprised when
HONDA 125 Scrambler. Nice NEW AND used tractor tires.
protein energy drink (with raw
1968 BONNEVILLE Triumph 650. furnished.
air- Both in good condition. Phone WILL DO Babysitting in my
Carpeted,
I got home," he said. "Little
egg). Lunch is chopped liver
pe, $300.00. Phone 753-4737 Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
Phone 753-9355.
J25NC conditioned, near University. 753-7349.
J22P home nights and Weekends. Have and cottage cheese. Dinner is a. Peter had grown so fast I harder 6:00p.m.
J21P service. Vinson Tractor Co.
ly recognized the little guy.
J21C
Call 753-7550.
references. Phone 753-3482 for small steak and salad.
Phone 753-4892.
ITC TWO IRON
support columns, one
doctor says he's going to
further information.
J21P
Even so, Lupus must have The
UCK CAMPER 10', gas fur- APPROXIMATELY 400 Vermont corner and one flat, 10"x8'x9". TWO BEDROOM duplex apartHELP WANTED
be as big as I am."
all
tailored,
his
clothes
lie
stove, ice box, sleeps four. white ash seasoned post; two and Four sets of wood shutters, three ment, air-conditioned, carpet,
Unlike many show businessApril cost, $1750.00. Now quarter inches in diameter, four sets; 12"x39", one set 10"x60", $95.00 nrionthly. Available July WANTED: SOMEONE to do WANT TO combine wheat, oats, hasn't been able to buy suits, personalities, Lupus has a fixatrousers
or
jackets
off
the
rack
quilting. Phone 753-3987.
J19C barley, fescue. Phone 753-2532 or
for $1250.00. Financing foot long. Ideal for electric outside porch shade, wood slats, 1st. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00
tion about answering fan mail.
since he was 16.
753-8080.
121C
available. Phone area code 901- fences. 25c each. Phone 753his days off from the show
J19C
rifff.Phone 753-6495.
J22C p.m.
The actor and his wife, On
NURSES AIDES; cooks; ages 35
99. Circle B. Horse Ranch, 8188.
J19P
and during the hiatus he spends
Sharon,
have
been
married
nine
Now
DAY
TODDLERS
Care
hours writing to fans of the
nate 69 Hwy., Paris,Tenn.
LARGE HOUSE, IA block from to 65, full time or part time.
WANTED TO BUY
open, for children three months years. Their 13-month-old son, show.
.121C
campus. Available for summer Experience helpful but not
Peter
III,
is
already
assuming
Before going to bed every
Crypts One and Two
WANT TO BUY good used por- semester only. Air-conditioned. necessary, will train. Air- to three years. State approved. the proportions of his father.
Reasonable rates. Experienced
night
he steps on the scales to
setup
building.
is
conditioned
Our
in
table
sewing
Phone
only.
teachers
Couples
machine.
or
The little tyke is 33 inches
help. Day or week. Phone 753himself. If he's gained a
weigh
homes,
as
our
rest
different
for
Murray Masoleum
RECEIVING NEW loads of
Reasonable. Phone 753J19C
753-1203.
4481.
J19C tall and weighs 32 pounds. It is pound or two he cuts back on
Call 753-7724 days or
9427.
registered and grade horses. Also
4. patients do not come from state
necessary to buy his clothes in
TFNC
ONE BEDROOM furnished mental institutions and all of our DOES YOUR house look DRAB? the toddler department for 3 his diet.
753-2587 nights
&aye new and used equipment.
"It's one thing to be heavy
WANT TO BUY: Girls bicycle 20 apartment. Air-conditioned. help must be hired and on our Brighten up inside or out with a and 4-year-olds.
Three years to pay. Phone area
and photograph 10 pounds
345-2116.
Close
to
Phone
payroll.
campus.
Couples
or
professional paint job. Weekdays
(ode 901-642,6499. Circle B. Horse PENTA TREATED lumber. inches in good condition. Phone
Home for the Lupus family
more than you really are," he
Ranch, alternate 69 Hwy., Paris, Resistant to rot and termites. 753-1568.
J21C mature adults only. Phone 753- Meadowview Retirement Home, after 5 p.m. 753-9382 or 753-4131. is a Spanish modern which sits explained."But when you have
9135 or 753-4478.
J25C on Highway 121, near Far- FREE ESTIMATES.
Tenn.
J21C Ideal for boat docks and any
J23P atop a hill overlooking the San a huge chest and a small waist
WANT TO BUY; logs and
J19C
mington.
Fernando valley. There are like I have, you photograph 20
weather exposed uses. Murray
standing timber. Also have for ONE BEDROOM apartment,
I WILL do baby sitting in your weights in the patio for quick
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
pounds heavier.
sale hinter and sawdust. furnished. Air-conditioned, water EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, home and will furnish own workouts. But Lupus usually
Murray,Ky.
"I'm trying to get away
1TC Murray
Saw Mill and Lumber & sewer paid. Available now. part tune, 11:00 a.m.till2:00 p.m. transportation. Phone 753-6531. J visits a nearby gym three days
from that So I've cut down
TFC Phone 753-9741.
Phone 753-4147.
week
muscles
blacko.
to
keep
in
a
his
C
Young
ends.
days.
No
week
week
J25C
21C
my workouts. It's paid off. My
AKC REGISTERED,
tone.
man for part time kitchen work,
neck site used to be 18%
female Toy Poodle 14 weeks old, WANT TO BUY one used 20 inch
family
weekends
the
On
UNFURNISHED
DUPLEX; experienced preferred, will train WANTED: ODD
inches, now it's only 17%.
weaned and &wormed. Phone boy's bicYcliAmaa 492- ,
jobs to finance packs off for the beach or Palm
central heat and air, carpeted.' if you are willing to learn. Must
753-4548 after 4 p.m.
J22C
J21C 9693
education,no Jobs refused, wages
Married couple, accept one child. be free to work weekends No
AUTOS FOR SALE •
AUTOS FOR SALE
open. Call 753-9828.
J22C
person,
170 HONDA 450. Like new. Priced WANTS TO BUY double bed. Available July 1. No pets. Phone phone calls. Apply in
Perfect for
J25C Colonial House Smorgasbord.
to sell. See at Hatcher Auto Sales, Phone 753-5721 after 6:00 p.m.- 753-9741.
J23C
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
12th
Street.
South
J21C
J22C
roofing or siding
Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
FOR RENT, SALE
WANTED
Tuesday
through
Friday.
USED 21 INCH Television, 150.00. WANT TO BUY bricks, will buy
barns
1968 CHEVROLET Pickup. V-8, long wheelbase,
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed
Used Signe coronet,$75.00, phone the 100 to 500 bricks left over from HOUSE TRAILER, 10x55, 1961
Lady or college student for
or underpinning
1
2 miles from
j2ic building your house. Phone 753- model. Located 2/
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c.
753-4485.
red and white. A local clean truck. '1,575.00
part time work.
ITC Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 7534891.
Men's haircut. $1.00. Horntrailers.
2583.
day
hours
in
the
per
3
Barber
J21C
Shop,
buckle's
213
Spruce
LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
evening.
TFNC
Street. Phone 753-7742,
the carpet cleaned with Blue
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
Must have good personality
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
By
appointment
also
and able to meet the public
$1.00. Big K.
Corner 7th & Main
J19C
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00
753-7742
Phone
with
House
Sunday
p.m.
Phone
and
on
FOUR-BEDROOM
753-5273
---..emmossimmow
living room, dining room, kitffc chen,
1969
MERCURY
Monterey 4-door Sedan. Med. blue
family room, fire place, 3
COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
/
2
baths all rooms spacious, on a 11
and white. Local low mileage car. Automatic with (girls; four full or part time
REFRIGERATOR, WASHER, acre lot in one of Murray's nicest
openings.
No
experience
power and air.
fryer, dinette set, couch and residential areas. Phone 753'1,975.00
necessary, we train. Excellent
irs, drapes, rugs, odds and 7905. ,
J21C
earings. For interview apcis. Phone 753-2765 after 4:00
white.
pointment call 753-1711 or 753and
black
POODLES,
TOY
p.m.
J21C
9745.
J22C
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and
Corner 7th & Main
Murray,
Ky
10x55 Trailers, both two equipment.Phone 753Jwie24C
Phone 753-5273
m,both priced reasonable. 1862.
WAITRESSES, SHORT order
xcellent condition.
Also COMPANY COMING and carpet
cook.
Apply in person at Jerry's
NOTICE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Yamaha Combo organ. Phone a sight? Use Blue Lustre and rent
Restaurant,S. 12th Street. J21C
'37-4240.
J24C a new shampooer from Western MOBILE
HOME & boat in- SEVEN ROOM house and
AUTOS FOR SALE
Auto, Home of "The Wishing surance. Broad coverage.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Low acreage. One mile out of Murray.
10x55 MuNAnt_J-i Mobue nome, Well."
J19C rates. Excellent claim service. Phone 436-2173.
TFC
furnished, carpeted, has washer
and air conditioner, city gas, Z HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE; See us before you buy. Galloway
HOUSE
AND
LOT
on
Highway
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
miles from campus. Phone 753- dining room, living
room,
July7C 732, Ph miles from Kentucky
6569.
TFC bedroom, refrigerator, com- Phone 753-5842.
Lake. About lin acre land. Place
1970 DATSUN Station Wagon. Beige,
SHOP MONTGOMERY Ward for bination washer-dryer. Many
well improved. 8 room house,
Hailed as "the best American war comedy dace sound clinic hi,
automatic transmission, luggage rack.
air conditioners, freezers, items 809 Doran Road. Call 753large garage, large living room,
"M+A+S+H," Nth Centnry-Fox's irreverent look at war, opens
MAR-LANE
refrigerators, lawn mowers, 6786 after 5:00 p.m.
with divider between living room
J22C
11,675.00
A local, clean car.
Sunday site at the Murray Drive In Theatre. Donald Sutherland,
rim. Just a few of the thousands
and kitchen. 2 large porches front
Elliott Gould and Tom Skerritt star in the Panavision, DeLuxe
CERAMIC SHOP
Of items available through SECOND HAND TV, 21 inch
and back. Phone 436-2351. J19C
Color production.
Ward's catalogs.510 Main. Phone screen, metal cabinet, 830.00 903
now open in new location
The three stars are army surgeons who develop a lunatic lifeT53-1966.
LARGE LOT in Keniana mobile
TFC Sycamore. Phone 753-8630. J23C
Murray, Ky. style in order to function and keep their sanity amid the everyday
Corner 7th & Main
home section for only $695 00.
horrors encountered in a mobile army surgical hospital
4.2 mile southwest of
i968 BSA MOTOR CYCLE Phone
Phone 753-5273
$10.00 down. Phone 436-5582 J19C
(M+A-fS+Hl during the Korean War.
Fairgrounds
V53-7861.
J21P 21 FT. ALUMINUM Lone Star
Cruiser, 50 H.P. Evinrude motor
on Highway 7113
ST. BERNARD Puppies, AKC and tandum trailer. All in good
NOTICE
1'1 '1's1
DEPRESSED SlIZDS
Martha Armstrong, Owner
registered. Phone Paducah, condition. Can be seen at SportDON'T SiN6
Kentucky,554-4788.
Phone 7334:548
J19C srnan's Dock or call owner at 753INVITATION TO BID
J19C
4806.
1969 650 TRIUMPH Motor Cycle,
OPEN
The Murray Board
of
like new,low mileage. Phone 753- WHEAT STRAW.Phone 437Tuesdays & Thurtdays
Education, Murray, Kentucky
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
(1043from 7:00 till 5:30, or 753-8426 4364.
will open bids for the 1971-72
J22C
6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
J23C
after 5:30.
Murray High School yearbook in
the Murray High School Prin91 INTERNATIONAL COMcipals office on ThursdaN , July 1, •
24 INCH window fan in excellent BINE,good condition Phone 492condition. Phone 4924308. J19C 8374.
J22C OVERWEIGHT' WEIGHT Loss 1971 at 3:30 p.m.
--guaranteed or your money back. Further information con- Nancy
cerning this bid may be secured
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
Phone Shapemakers,753Principal's
2962
July13C by contacting the
offiee at Murra High School. ITC

PARKER FORD, Inc.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

r

ALUMINUM
SHEETS
23"x35"

WEEK END SPECIAL

25' Each

WEEK END SPECIAL

Ledger & Times

'

PARKER FORD, Inc.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

1SFACIANIF
PIKAID1

M0

WEEK END SPECIAL

PARKER FORD, Inc.

WEEK END SPECIAL

1968 PONTIAC 2-door Hardtop. Dark blue with
vinyl roof. Automatic with power an air.
'1,675.00
A local Cl ean car.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner 7th & Main
Phone 13-5273'

Murray, Ky.

NOTICE

LOST & FOUND

LOST: BLACK cat, wearing flea
collar. Lost in vicinity of North
7th and 8th Street, close to city
park Phone 753-8906, or bring by J210
1613 Ryan Ave.
'met.
ELECTROLUX SALES 84 Ser- LOST: PAIR of men's glasses,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. brown frames and brown cast.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Reward offered. Phone 753mington. Kentucky
J19C
June29NC 4879.
If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539269 between 6:00 and 6:30
p.m.
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Mets Beat Phils
2-0 Friday Night
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
Gary Gentry has started
, using his head instead of losing
it.
Gentry, New York's quicktempered right-hander, has put
himself in pitching jams often
with his quick fuse. He decided
to become a "thinking man"
Friday night and it resulted in
a two-hitter as the Mets beat
the Philadelphia Phillies 2-0.
He allowed only a one out
single to 'Tim McCarver in the
fourth inning and another to
Oscar Gamble in the seventh as
he recorded his sixth victory
against four losses. He had a

Turner,
Relay
Qualify
SEATTLE, Wash.—Murray
State University quutermiler
Tamer set a personal
4,41
▪ 11.9
alliel best Friday night
for the finals of
t• he 40-y ard dash at the
.NCAA Track Meet here.
Tamer ran a batwing :45.4
breaking bb SIM MSU record
. by aneftelli et a second and
sadly pestles the best time of
lie day. He will bee sevea
:741her miners, Wel* three
'jean Ile West Coast, in this
.alleresea's theaL
Edsd Gamboa et Southern
'-aillabla paled the second
Altest quollyhig bete, a :46.1
liserter. Favorites Wayne Collett amd Join bah of UCLA
also qualified ler the flea* as
did TemeesePs Derwle Bald.
Turner later anthend the
MSU bile relay Obis b first
place la its boat, biallying
the Racers fir gbh afternem's
Rad in that bast. Turner ran
a :45.2 anther as Murray finished la 311.
Otbse libies were leadoff
ban rod !Nubby's :01,
1101016 Ili :46.7, and
ankfai
i
Ilamlek.:OA

Playing only 41
/
2 innings,
Dexter defeated the Kegheads in
Mens Softball Thursday, 40-8. In
other games, Pritchett defeated
the Outsiders 13-6 and Beale won
over Carroll Volkswagen 17-14.
In women's play, Carrico
defeated Dexter 17-13 and in the
second game the Acers defeated
previously unbeaten Carrico, 1110.
The men league will play
Sunday night at the City Park.

one-hitter earlier this season
against Pittsburgh.
Ken Reynolds allowed only
two hits in his seven innings
pitched but they cost him the
ball game. Donn Clendenon
singled leading off the second
and Ken Singleton followed it
with his third homer of the
season.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Cincinnati ripped Atlanta 6-1, Chicago bombed St.
Louis 15-5, San Francisco swept
San Diego 7-3 and 10-9, Los
Angeles Edged Houston 5-4 and
Pittsburgh shaded Montreal 9-8.
In American League play,
Washington beat Boston 8-5,
Baltimore topped New York 6-4,
Cleveland blanked Detroit 7-0,
Kansas City stopped California
6-1, Minnesota edged Chicago 4The Murray American Legion
3 and joakland defeated MilBaseball team was defeated by
waukee 6-2.
the Benton nine last night at
"The statistics say I'm only a Benton,
2-1.
.500 pitcher but I know I'm Randy
Oliver struck out 18
better than that." said Gentry.
Benton batters and walked only
"I just haven't shown it this two
in the losing effort.
season. In my last few starts, I Oliver
produced two hits and
was getting progressively
drove in Murray's only run of the
worse. I figured I had to do
night.
something. Pitching is 90 per Edwards
homered for Benton
cent mental and I have to make
and Davis added a single and a
myself pitch better.
double.
"1 haven't pushed myself this
Murray had 4 hits and 1 error
season," he added. "I have to
and Benton had 5 hits and 1 error.
learn to pitch constructively."

Murray
Legion
Defeated

LAND TRANSFERS
Records filed on micro-film is
the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris include the following compiled by
the staff of the Ledger and Times.
They are:
Effie Morris, Calvin Morris,
Lynnwood Morris, Euple Morris,
Jane Reaves, and Glindel
Reaves, to Mildred Bogard; lots
in Stubblefield Addition.
Buddy L. White and Mary
Frances White
to Garrett
Puckett and Donnie Puckett;
tract of land in Calloway County.
William T. Edwards, Gela W.
Edwards, Dan B. Edwards, and
Saundra Edwards, to Jackie D.
Fain and Linda Fain; tract of
land in Calloway County.

REV. G11.1110RE

Grover Sigmon
Passes Away
Grover Sigmon of Murray
Route Five was claimed by death
Friday at 6:15 p.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 83 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
sheet metal worker. He was born
February 16, 1888, in Charleston,
Mo., and was the son of the late
James K. Sigmon and Elizabeth
Shelby Sigmon. Mr. Sigmon was
a member of the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Esther Sigmon of Murray Route
Five; one daughter, Mrs. Samuel
(Evelyn) Kasoff of Detroit,
Mich.; one granddaughter, Mrs.
Sandra Lee Miller of Detroit,
Mich.; local niece, Mrs. William
Tanner of Benton.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at three p.m, at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Johnson
Easley and Rev. Coy Garrettt
officiating.
Interment will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Dexter Tops
Kegheads 40-8

Curtice Cook and Nelda Cook to
Charles Harrison and Ruth
Harrison; tract of land in
Calloway County.
Albert F. Smith, Norman
Dyson,and Ann L. Dyson to B. D.
Crockett and Florence Crockett;
tract in Calloway County.
Elwood White and Lola White
to Garrett Puckett and Donnie
Puckett; tract of land in
Calloway.

4

MRS. GILMORE

Camping
Session
Will Open

Two Dark Horses
In Lead In Open

Harry Nance
Rites Today
MAYFIELD, Ky., June 18—
Harry Nance, 79, Farmington,
died at 8 a.m. Thursday in Farmington.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Will Nance; two sons, C
B. Nance, Mobile, Ala., Max
W. Nance, Nashville; three
daughters, Mrs. Harry D. Hamlet, Graves County, Mrs. Harry
Lou Mason, Mayfield, Mrs. Jim
Jenkins, South Bend, Ind.; a
sister, Mrs. Adrian Usher, Farming ton; two half sisters, Mrs.
Arnold Higdon, Nashville, Mrs.
Leon Jobe. Nashville; 10 grandchildren and six gitat-grandchildren.
Funeral services are scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Byrn Funeral Chapel with
James Shockley officiating. Burial will be in the Farmington
Cemetery.

Federal State
Market Report

U.S. Open
Leaders
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• isilli outlook for the remaining
infant, a boy, was doubtful.
. tit=
Washington: Congress defeated an attempt by critics of the
administration policy on Vietto set a deadline for
nam
1t-E=g
withdrawal of all U.S. troops
from Vietnam.
Detroit: Seven persons were
16— S4
found shot
to
death
in
"execution type" killings believed related to a Detroit
"drug war."
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Plain

DRESSES

NAZARETH, Pa. ( UPI)—
Indianapolis 500 Champion Al
Unser will race in the 100 mile
dirt championship race on the
11
/
2 mile Nazareth National
Speedway Sunday, June 20.
GIANTS RECALL TWO
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
The San Francisco Giants
Friday recalled outfielders Jim
Ray Hart and Floyd Wicker
from their Phoenix farm club
and optioned outfielders Frank
Johnson and Jim Rosario to the
same club.

them

when

119

Special Good Through June 30, 1971
* FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY *

COLLEGE CLEANERS
Phone 753-3852

1411 Olive

Shoes

mix

The
Murray
I
Education, after
Ilment projectio
• ding needs, and
patterns within th
'ct, have voted t
in the Bagwell S
This tract of land,
Block H in the Bags
Subdivision, is bounc
west by South Ninth St
south by Goodman Str
by Bagwell Boul
on the north by Fab
ct contains ten lots
be sold by sealed t

"The Board is i
pital outlay hinds
vements to existir)
clings, and by diva
perty, the revent
an the sale can be
acts-needed
impirc
ed Schultz, City
ident said.
In other Board ac
Board accepted the res
iss Cala Cain, a
teacher for many

Seen&I-1(
Arounc
Murray

33:13

2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
You can

ity S
Land

that ceremony per1
White Howe,in lall
cy Payne Washington
. James Madison, t(
Todd, an Associate Just
e Court.

key. Farmer...

Affidavit of Descent of Silas
Turner,who died on or about May
7, 1971 with Tendil Turner being
widow and heir, Damon Turner,
Armeda Turner, Etna Scott, and
Lucille Rudolph, heirs at law.
17
2;
Connie H. King and Evie V. re
T
T"Orry
..
W
....
ilcom
King to Bobby Grace and Mary Red Funeral
Devi
Stockton
Ann Grace; tract of land in Jim JorMeson
Calloway County.
o
N-H
ikower
e Mid
" Twat,
Gong Flagg
Charles C. Dillon and Janet Ete
Bill.
.4.,
Sudan
.
ii
Ann Dillon to Robert W. Williams
and Lynda Lee Williams; lot in
Howard Subdivision.
Tony Jockiln
'
ry W
jon
.
lse
Freed Curd and Millie Curd to LGerw
Billy W. Pool and Laurel Pool;
s
.. .
lots in Green Valley Lake SC...m""nr:
kr;)
,'
l'
is
""
Dr
....
properties.
Dlvii Live
Jesse Phipps and Virginia
Phipps to Jimmie Troutt and
warnonla Storks
Grace Troutt; lots in Kentucky Did,
'aeration
Pete Brown
Lake Development Corp. Sub.
peahen Wilkinson
Ernest J. Harrison
Frankie Neal Starks to Hubert Art Wall
Larry Wood
Newberry and
Mary
Jo
Carmichael
rd
"' ne
Hern
Job
Newberry; eleven acres lying }am
Wayne Paddy
George
Keyes
east of Highway 641.
oM
eenike
start
.
Dewey Turnbow and Charlene Tommy
Fonseca
Larry
t.i:,4,A rG
Z
.z...
legler ...,.. .
Turnbow to D. R. Womack and Hugh
Royer
McLean
Hollye Womack; tract of land on clan
John 1Collnke
Highway 94 by the Ed Jones
Road.
Gary kr.
Charles E. Harmon and Elnora John Era*
aJie
Harman to Thrace)? Inc.; lot in Ali' rippers ....
Buffalo Hill plot fronting Ken- Wayne ate,
tucky Lake.
o
t.ai;i7
r
larcH
on
ern.
iliuthCrwIrli
Dalkire .
WHOM
Frank C. Aller and Anna Aller JIMMY
Mena Roar
to Donald E. Johnson and
Catherine Johnson; tract on East ITt.di Em.c
Tft.
"
ur
y gW4
Shores of the Blood River Em- eHormurt Kerne
Pete Davison
bayrnerit of Kentucky Lake.
Ted BOW

nited Press

-rEll

ii;
,,,

Sob Far`....
— '

The Prir
Source of
In Murra!
Calloway(

June 12 wedding
Nixon to Edward Find
16th performed in
. The oldest dai
'dent and Mrs. N
es a name engra,
niche of American Hist

Buy One Pair At Regular Price Get Second Pair Free!!!
No Exchange This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens'
No Refunds

Roten Galleries
To Present And
Exhibit June 21

Funeral Is Monday
For Rev. Wilford

Merrill Feller

No Lay-Away

Thunderstorms
Rumble Through
Midwest, South

By United Press International
Ferdinand Roten Galleries of
Thunderstorms, accompanied
Baltimore will present an
by torrential rains and hail,
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
exhibition of original graphics by
Palmer and Nicklaus, both rumbled through the Midwest
UPI Sports Editor
classic and contemporary artists
three strokes off the pace at and Southeast during the night,
ARDMORE, Pa. ( UPI)—Tss0 141 in a tie there
at Murray State University June
with four causing property damage and
dark horses were out in front
21.
other men — Bruce Devlin, power failures.
as
the
U.S. Open
Golf George Archer, Chi Chi RodriTo be on exhibition from 10
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buying, so bring the whole family!

FAMILY SHOE STORE

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Glen C. Wooden, Owner
Open Friday Till 8 p.m.
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